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"Alas! all music jars when the soul's out of turie."
Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616), Altisidora, in Don Quixote,
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ABSTRACT
Buried Shards is a generational novel that explores the emotional
spaces that separate family members, as well as the commonalities that
bind them. The novel ponders the question ofwhy people abide in a certain
emotional terrain, what provokes them to leave its security, and how others
perceive this emotional location. This exploration takes place through the
eyes of four generations ofwomen. Each character, speaking in first
person, is a strong woman convinced she must deal with her stru^es and
secrets alone. The inability of these characters to teU their stoiy or to
engage in truth-telling renders them unreliable narrators. This narrative
technique emphasizes the isolation, insulation, alienation, and
fragmentation the characters suffer as a result ofvarious acts of violence to
the spirit. Told from a contemporary vantage point, the novel represents a
centuiy-long journey through changing moral climates, technological
advances, and movable points of cultural reference as it investigates how
the characters nurture and rejuvenate their spirit. How the women
overcome betrayal and trauma as they establish orre-establish connections
to their ancestral past isa central question. The novel also asks: what is
truth, how does healing happen orfail to happen, and what is the role of
memoiy? How does traumatic response metamorphose over several
generations? Like other feminist and women's studies inquiries, the novel
unearths many buried layers ofwomen's ways of knowing. And like T.inrig
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Brown, it takes issue with theDiagnostic andStatisticalManual's (DSM-EI-
R)f definition of trauma as "outside the range of human experience" (100).
Brown suggests that women "accommodate" and "make room in their Hves
and their psyches" for private experiences that are "sometimes known only
to the victim and the perpetrator" (101). Shoshana Felman finds that "every
woman's life contains, explicitly or in implicit ways, the stoiyofa trauma"
(1). Felman says that consequently, "we have a stoiy that by definition
cannotbe self-present to us, a stoiy that. . , is not a stoiy, but must become
a stoiy" (2). Bygiving voice to that untold stoiy, this novel honors women's
experience, and offers hope in thediscovery that trauma is nota singular
experience but a connective link that binds us all.
BURIED SHARDS
-KATT-
I'm stirring macaroni for tonight's supper for me and my cat Moz, and
suddenly I'm thinking about ticks. And chiggers. I don't know why. I feel
itchy. I tiy to think about my wallpaper Instead.
I like floral wallpaper. Hie flowers have to be big, but not too big. Vm
dribbling cheese powder into the macaroni and I try singing about the
shimmeiy pink flowers in the French wallpaper I put up in the living room
last week. I sing off-key, but Moz doesn't mind. Stephanie used to hate iriy
singing, so I didn't sing much when she lived here. "Jeesh, Ma, Gimme a
break," she'd say. Not that I blame her. Stephanie can sing as good as any
of those MTV videos. She won*t do it for me, but sometimes I catch her
singing into her tape recorder with her eyes closed- It's beautiful. When I
was young I wasn't afraid to sing. I sang soprano in the church choir. On
Saturdays, a half dozen of us fifth grade girls would climb the steps to the
choir loft and belt out Re-e-quiem M-n e-ter-nu-U77L Now I sing in the
kitchen. About flowers. This wallpaper is the first remodeling I've done
since my little girl got married. I'm singing about being free when the phone
rings.
It's Gramma EVa, and my smile goes all bubbly until I hear the
tension and remember. Gramma doesn't call California for nothing.
I scratch.
"Hello, Katt." Gramma always calls me Katt, but Mom insists on
calling me Kathleen. Mom hates nicknames. Gramma's voice soimds like
her handwriting looks, all wobbly, and I know sometliing is coming. "Your
mum's had a stroke. She's in hospital, and I'm worried. You know how she
hates strangers. It's hard for her to be around new people. I cain't get over
to see her, you know, and I cain't reach the others."
Oh, my mother can take care of herself, all right. Devil-Woman
doesn't worry me. I wonder how she lived to be 76 and not have a stroke
before, the way she rants. Probably tormenting those nurses right now. Her
blood pressure goes through the ceiling over the nightly news, let alone any
real happening. But Gramma being alone, that scares me. She's 101. I tiy
to find out how long she's been alone, but she won't stay on the phone.
Phones are for important business, she says, not for chit-chat. I'll write you
a letter, she says. Gramma never had a phone till she was 50. She says
what she wants to say, and then it's goodbye sweetie. I worry about what
she doesn't say. Does she have groceries? Who takes out the trash? What
if she drops her cane and can't bend down to pick it up? What if a door-to-
door salesman shoves an elbow through the door and "sells" her a $15,000
roof repair, like the man who sold her a new Kirby when all she needed was
a new bag. I swore I'd never go back to the Ozarks as long as Mom was
alive and living there. But Gramma.
I gape at the receiver buzzing in my hand, then shuffle into the
kitchen and scoop out a plate ofmacaroni for myself. "It's too hot for you,
yet, Moz," I tell her,, even though she knows she won't get hers till I finish
mine. She follows me back to the living room. I settle into my recliner and
remember I forgot the butter. Can't eat macaroni without lots of butter. 1
stare into my plate until suddenly I reach out and fling it against the wall. I
watch the dyed yellow cheese slither down the wall, forming new patterns on
my floral wallpaper, I think maybe I'm daydreaming. It's like I'm watching
TV and Clint Eastwood has just splattered somebody's guts all over the
concrete. But I know by looking at Moz that this isn't TV", my wallpaper is
turning yellow, and I must be the culprit. Moz stands stone stiU and stares
at me with hockey puck eyes like I'm some new kind of animal, then
pretends disinterest as she walks over towards the cheesy new wallpaper.
I slide into my recliner and pull my Navajo afghan tight around me. I
feel itchy. I tiy to think about what to make for tomorrow's dinner, but it
doesn't work. It's hard to cook with Stephanie gone. Actually, it was hard
to cook when she was here. Sometimes our Post-its didn't connect. I'd
leave my bright pink one on the refirlgerator before I left for work: "I'm home
tonight. How about a movie and pizza?" Her lime green note was waiting
when I got home with a double supreme steaming hot: "Study group
tonight. Later, S." I used to wonder if she was trying to get back at me for
being so occupied with my job, but then I realized we were boi±ijust busy
people, and besides, she needed her space. Teenagers are like that.
At least I have good job. People think teachers have it easy, but they
don't know we have homework too. They don't know how hard we work
grading papers and preparing daily lessons. And then, of coxirse, you have
to take on an extracurricular activity or two, and a couple of committees,
and then there are always professional trainiag workshops. You have to
keep up if you want to advance. Oh, how I hated being so busy when
Stephanie was growing up. But it was worth it. I earned enough to send
Steph to ballet, private music lessons, camp, enough to buy her first car.
Enough to start a college fund. Yep, I did all right by my little girl. I
sacrificed a lot of free time for her benefit. All those years working, and now
she won't even come and see me. But she has a life of her own. I
understand.
I hope she's eating enough for her and the baby. Maybe I could take
her something. Maybe a nice lasagna casserole. I try to think about my
shopping list. But all I can think about is Gramma Eva, alone in that big
house.
I thiiik about growing up in that big brick house with the rickety
stairs on the edge of town and no one to play with but the ghosts in the
walls. I close my eyes and I can hear footsteps on the stairs. I see myself as
a little girl again, my not quite red hair French braided close to my head, the
ends hanging down my back and neatly tied in fi-eshly ironed ribbons. The •
stairs are dark, and there's a hole In the wall where the stairs take a turn.
As my toes slowly reach for ea.ch step, my hand slides down the wall in the
grey air until I reach the "boo hole." Then 1 suck in my breath and my dress
flies out behind me as I streak down the rest of the staiirs.
"Go outside and play," Mom says. "Sounds like a pack of Indians in
here."
"It wasn't me, Mom," il tell her. "It was Thumper." She thinks I have
an imaginary friend. 1 step out the back door and sit down on the cold
unpainted slats of the porch, my legs hanging over the edge into Gramma's
tiger lilies. I am fascinated by the bright orange blooms with the dark spots.
I wonder if those were real tigers, like Gramma says, and were turned into
flowers when they didn't behave. It only occurs to me later that tigers have
stripes, not spots. I wonder about this.
' I decide to take a walk, not rtm, down the long rows of Gramma's
grape vines. I will behave like a lady. I reach out my hand for a plump
purple grape close to the ground, but I'm distracted by a flash of blue in the
distance a few rows down. The sun is in my eyes, but for a minute I think I
see a lady waving at me. When I reach once again for my choice grape, I see
a scorpion waddling away. Not just a little scorpion either, but one of those
big ones with a stinger as big as a dog's claw. I look down the row again,
but I am alone.
How I wish I had friends. If we lived in town, I would have lots of
6friends. I could walk to their houses, letting my fingers bounce along the
black wrought iron fences as I went. But no, we live on the edge of town.
Alone.
My friend Susie used to trek across the com stubble to come and play
with me. Once I heard a Imock on the door.
"Can Katt come out and play?" It was Susie.
"No, she can't," Mom answered before I can get to the door, and Susie
went away, I asked Mom why. 'You don't want to play with that trash," she
said. Soon Susie quit coming over.
I liked Susie. But I hated Beth Ann.
"Your Momma's a whore." Beth Ann's face was red and ugly. "My
Momma said so." Whatever it was wasn't a compliment, Judging from Beth
Ann's expression.
"Is not."
"Is so," she insisted.
I took it personally, even though I wasn't sure what kind of animsd
Beth Ann was referring to. My third grade teacher Mrs. Paulson asked me
why I was crying. She had a long tadk with the class about being kind to
each other, but it didn't stop the fights. I looked up the word that caused
all the trouble, but couldn't find it under the h's in the dictionary that was
as thick as the six-inch ruler in my pencil case.
I'm thinking about stubby pencils and chewed-off erasers when Moz
finishes the fallen macaroni sUdlng down my wall. She saunters over to my
chair, decides I'm not dangerous and jumps onto my shoulder. She likes
me to hold her like a baby, but I'm in no mood for puixing. She kneads me
with her claws. "Down, Mozart," I tell her, brushing her off and watching
her float to the floor like a piece of lint. She pouts and slithers away.
I think about the new pencils with full, thick, pink erasers and the
twenty-four crayons with poinly ends that Gramma got me after Mom
moved away. Burnt Sienna was my favorite. Hie kids in school stopped
tormenting me until once in a while somebody's mother would remember
something that made no sense to me and then I'd be a target again.
"Don't you worry, darlin. They don't know what they're talking
about," Gramma always said. She'd wash my face with a warm washcloth,
and braid my hair tight and tie it with piiik bows.
I used to miss my mother. For the first few years, I would think she'd
come and see me on my birthday. I'd sit in my upstairs bedroom window on
the wide window sill behind the lace curtain and pretend to read a book.
From my upstairs perch I could see far down the road in both directions. I
could see down past the com stubble and Susie's house in one direction
and I could almost see the Rogers place the other way.
"Come down and have some soup, Katt," Gramma would say.
Gramma's soup fixed everything. Almost. When Mom didn't come on my
birthday, I said she'd come the next day. She always sent a card, though,
8and once she sent a picture of the new baby and her new husband. After he
died—^that's how people put it, like he Just up and croaked one day over
oatmeal, but the truth is he drove his truck off a bridge on purpose—after
that, she tried to move back. I was a teenager then. "Hire a teenager while
they still know everything." That was her favorite saying. She stayed a
month or two until she went to the Rck N Save one day and came home
complaining about the way people treated her. Then she went away again.
When she moved away the first time, my little brother Daniel got farmed out
to a relative in Tennessee, and my baby sister, not Louise the new one, but
Christine, the one I always had, she went to some cousin in North Carolina.
Me, I stayed with Gramma Eva, who made me special double hot cocoa with
marshmallows. She'd stir the milk, sugar, and cocoa powder on the stove
until it was just right, then pour it steaming into cups with blue flowers on
them. There was nothing like Gramma's cocoa with marshmallows. Had to
have marshmallows.
I march into my kitchen and put a cup of hot tap water into the
microwave. When the microwave buzzes, I rip open a package of Nestle's
instant with the midget dehydrated marshmallows and stir it into the cup,
and carry it back to my recliner. I see myself holding hands with my
siblings, all three of them, as we jump over the tiger lilies in unison. It's
only a daydream. We hardly know each other now. I sip my cocoa.
Mom hated cocoa. Hated the scum. That's what she called it when I
tried to make it for her when she moved back again. She thought she could
say anything to me, like I was part of the furniture and didn't care. But 1
fooled her. I hitchhiked to California with a boy from the next town. Mom
moved permanently after that, to Florida, which suited me, because she was
on one coast and I was on the other. After my divorce I got my teaching
degree, which was nice, because I could take Stephanie to visit Gramma
and the old home place every summer. Oh, how Steph loved that big old
house. And Gramma E>a.
I blow across the top ofmy cocoa, although microwave cocoa doesn't
need cooling. I think about the last time I saw Mom, which was at Uncle
Joe's funeral five years ago.
"Would you look at that pimy bunch of flowers from Cousin Alma,"
she says out loud. "You'd think she'd have more respect than that." People
down the aisle from us look out of the sides of their eyes at Mom and me,
but they don't say anything. Maybe they know better.
Then Mom starts talking about other people's funerals and how come
Cousin Kevin and his wife spent all that money and made all the family
come together for a funeral for their baby that was only a fetus and not a
baby anyway.
"Mom, the state says a fetus is a human being after twelve weeks," 1
explain. She looks confused. I don't know whether to slap her or crawl
under the table, so I play the diplomat and try to switch to a safe subject.
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"We're all going out to dinner after the funeral," I tell her.
"Well, Fm not hungry," she says. "Why are you going to eat out
anyway? Why doesn't the church have dinner? Who ever heard of such a
thing?"
"Uncle Joe didn't belong to the church, and none of us live here," I
explain. I am turning into the mother now. "We'll take you home if you like,
but the rest of us are going out to eat."
She comes along with us. "I never liked Uncle Joe anyway" she says.
"Hie way he treated Aunt Alice was shameful. What that poor woman had
to put up with!"
Joe and Alice's grandkids squirm over their spaghetti. Fortunately, I
*
have to leave esirly to catch the plane home. My sisters and brother tell me
later what she says about me.
I scratch. I reach out from under my afghan for my reading glasses
and my phone list. I pick up the phone and dial my siblings. 1 dial all three
of them, and get no answer.
There's ticks in the Ozarks. And chiggers. 1 shiver.
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-EVA-
Mercy, I don't know how Martha is gointa manage in that hospital
without a familiar face. I'm sittin here all comfy in my red velvet chair in my
warm sunny window, lookin round at my sweet-smelling plants, listnin to
my canaries sing. I've got my pictures ofmy mum and grandmum to keep
me company and my memories all around me, like this here warm cra^
quilt I made when I could still stitch. And I imagine Martha lying in a
building so big it echoes, lying on cold white sheets listnin to the noises, the
footsteps, wondrin who's coming, who's prodding. There's machines, there
must be machines, and needles and pills, like on TV. Eveiy few hours
someone new comes in and asks the same questions. People who want
blood, people who take her pulse, give her pills, bring her food, make her
bed, bathe her. Martha cain't handle stress, leastwise strange people. She
hates being around people about as much as she hates being told what do
to. I guess that comes from having an artist's temperament, but it sure was
hard when she was growing up. You tell her to do something, and you
know right off she's gointa do the opposite. Allays doin what she oughtn't,
just for the sake of being independent minded. She started that when she
was just a wee-un.
Oh, my yes, I remember when she could barely walk and she'd have
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those tantrums and get ^ red in the face if you took her toy away. I
remember one time she got hold ofmy Bible and I tried to take it away, and
she just screamed and screamed and started kicking those little old legs of
hers. I finally figured, well, if the Lord didn't want her to have that Bible,
then why did he put it in her path, and I let her have it, and you know what,
she turned those pages careful like and giggled like she just conquered
heaven. Yep, that's my little girl. Oh, Lordy, life would have been so much
easier for her if only she knew how to compromise a wee bit, but no, not my
Martha. It's all or nothing for her.
Like when she was 15. I can see her running around like she's not
got a care in the world, her ear pressed to the radio in the parlor. She says
she's listening to Dinah Shore, but I know she hopes to hear Frank Sinatra
or Glenn Miller or maybe that trumpet player Ziggy Elman. And she goes
hanging around those camy people even though I told her to stay clear of
those gypsies. They're no good. My grandmum told me they're no good. But
Martha, no, it's got to be her way. So she dresses up in fancy clothes and
goes parading herself off to those camy boys. And here we are just barely
on the other side of the Depression and Hitler running all over Europe, and
my Martha's got nothing better to worry about than how to paint her face so
some gypsy will Hke her. And some pumpkins she was, too. I have to take
her on cross countiy trips just to keep her from destroying herself.
When I was 15, the GreatWar was starting. We had better things to
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worry about than how we looked to the boys. And then the next year was
the Easter Rebellion that made my grandmum oh so sad. So sad she died a
couple years later. Even though she was only 5 when she come over, her
roots was allays in Ireland. When the potatoes run out, her family made the
crossing. Grandmtmi told me how so many people were stuffed into those
cages in the belly of a big ship, and many died. But my grandmimi's da
lifted her up on his shoulders so she would have fresh air to breathe. She
found a little hole way up high where sweet air was coming in, and that little
girl poked at that hole for hours, trying to make it big enough for her mum
and da, too.
Maybe Martha gets her strength from Grandmiim—^Margaret Marie
O'Connell she was, and thank the Lord, Grandmum was with me for awhile
after my mum died, leastwise till that other woman took over the house. All
us women used to share our names, like my mum being Lucinda Marie.
Martha's got Grandmum's middle name and I've got her first. I'm Eva
Margaret, and Martha, she's Martha Marie. These modem women, they
don't do that any more.
So I allays reckoned that that's where Martha got her stubborn
streak. I figure if that biiU-headedness got my grandmum across the ocean
and give her strength to build this house brick by brick, then Martha's
nature was there for a reason, too.
Sure made life tough for little Katt, though. Martha sure got
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shortchanged on the mothering p^. No patience for it. Leastwise she had ,
sense enough to get help with the mother jobs. She couldn't do it, so she
made sure those kids were taken care of, though people never give her
credit for it. Call her a tough cookie, they do. Tough as nails on the
outside, that's my Martha, but she's got a heart just like anybody's on the
inside. Trouble is she hides it so nobody can tell. Only time she cain't hide
it is when a new man comes into her life. Boy, then she's as soft as a
mashed banana. For a while. But when she comes back to reality, watch
out mister! No wonder they're surprised. Poor Martha. Then she comes
back down to earth and wonders how she got there. She's just too smart for
her own good, she is. Allays tryinta figure things out when the truth is
they's no figuring to life. It just is.
Take me, for example. Here I sit all alone in this big house. Lived
longer than anybody shoulda, especially for a girl with no mum, but here I
am. Never been in one of those hospitals, except to visit somebody. Now
here I sit healthy as a hog, 'cept I cain't reach the kitchen cupboard. I could
have died in one of the great wars, in the flu epidemic, or been hit by a
rmaway horse, or worse yet, by one of them lizzies, or I could have got one
of them terrible diseases, but no, I stand to waste away to a skeleton
because my feeble bones cain't reach the Campbell's soup. Martha, she
never was one for cooking or keeping much food in the house. Ate the last
diy crust of bread in the refiigerator yesterday. What's left in there's not fit
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for a stray dog. Yessir, the Great Depression was nothing compared to this.
Here we are in the modem age when nobody worries about food or war
anymore. And I stand to starve because I cain't reach the soup. They's just
no figuring to life. Hurry up, Katt.
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-MARTHA-
I wonder if any of those worthless kids are coming to see me. I'm so
tired staring at these walls and listening to these nurses talk to me like I'm
a child. "Time for your medicine, Martha. Wake up now, Mcirtha. Go to
sleep now, Martha. Have you had a bowel movement today, Martha." I've
been here three days, and I haven't heard a peep out of any of those kids.
But it's summer time, and they're probably all on vacation. Daniel
down in Texas takes his family some place really nice on vacation every year
because he has a really good job with the state now and can afford it. He's
an engineer. Kathleen's a teacher, but I don't know what she does in the
summer now that Stephanie is all grown up and married. Christine and her
family are probably camping in the mountains, and Louise, she's probably
taking a stmimer class at that college of hers. She'll have her Ph.D. soon.
These damn nurses here don't realize my kids are somebody, and if they
don't treat me right, they're going to hear about it. The old battleaxes. Can
h^dly wait to get home. Just because a person gets old, people think they
can shove and boss them around and talk to them like they're retarded.
Don't they realize I've worked for a living? I may be sick, but I do have a .
brain, for land sakes.
I think the reason they don't have mirrors in hospital rooms is
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because they're afraid us real people will see how badly we're treated and
we'll start a revolution. That wouldn't be good for business, would it?
Just wait till my kids get here. They won't stand for me being treated
like an idiot just because I can't hardly talk. But I can think, though, don't
these people know that? My kids are important people. They'll put an end
to this funny business, they will.
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-STEPHANIE-
Denny likes to make me late, I think. Likes to see me sweat.
"I've got an important meeting this morning, and I've got to get ready,"
I tell him. I'm trying to land an account at the Watermelon Patch Boutique.
Denny knows there's a lot of competition in novelty greeting cards. They're
hot right now.
"But Baby, I need you," he says, and then he slides his broad hands
along my curves and buries his face in my neck. It's hard to say no to
Denoay. It doesn't seem to bother him that I'm pregnant. I wonder how long
he'll love me like this. He just acts like nothing has changed. I'm so lucky to
have a man like Denny. Heck, he even got me a washer at the auction.
Denny loves the auctions. He gets all the bargains. Once he brought
home a huge porcelain sign that somebody had cut part of the metal out so
now it reads, "-rink ~psi-Cola." He buys anj^ing different. Sometimes it's
a wooden cabinet that's all grey and weather cracked and half the top is
gone and one of the feet is missing, or an old ice box that's rusted out
inside. "Primitives," he calls them. Says they're hot. Restorers love them,
he says. They sit out behind our house under a tarp, waiting for discoveiy.
Some of the stuff, he doesn't even cover. He says it will be more valuable if it
looks older. If he keeps finding bargains like this, he'll have his own
furniture business soon.
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But now I'm late, and I hurry. Instead ofwashing my hair, I slick it
back and tie it with a black bow. It's just long enough now to look good that
way. Maybe sleek will look more professional anyway. My hair's always
been auburn, but I wonder if Denny would like me better as a blond. I trace
my eyelids with liquid eyeliner and flick on my mascara, I check to see that
the seam on my navy blue skirt is straight, grab my sample case, and slide
behind the wheel.
A Grand Am would be nice right now. Sleek and red and fast. Heck,
even Denny's rusted out F150 would be nice. Anything*but this midget of a
car that creeps along like it's in slow motion. I feel like an ant on the
freeway, so I take the lake road. At least we will arrive alive, me and the
baby.
Besides, the lake is calming. The road curves around the water like
it's holding the lake safe, its hands forming a cup, I glance far out across
the water and wonder if Til see a mama duck and her ducklings. The wind
is up, so maybe the water is too choppy for them today. Denny wanted to
wait to start our family, but sometimes we're not careful. He wasn't too
happy about it. But I told him the time is right, Denny. I'm nearly 23. I
need this baby. Let's keep this one. He says we can't afford it yet. It's only
a matter of time before he makes it in the business, he says. I know this is
true. And then he'll get me a better car.
DennyJust likes things different. Like this fiirmy little car. Denny
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drives the F150, so he can bring home all his "finds." Me, I drive the
midget. The Vespa was a bargain. Denny got it for 150 bucks. Most people
think Vespa only made scooters. Hiey don't know about this little car. It's
smaller than a Metro or a Colt or a VW. It's smaller than any car I've ever
seen. I imagine it's a Harley with sides, but the side panels are ugly and
square. Looks like a box on wheels. Like a mini clown car in a parade.
Style isn't one of its better features. It might even be shorter lengthwise than
a Harley, and not much taller in height, if you count the rider. Its putt-putt
pace is definitely no match for a Harley's speed. More than one person has
told me it should have a wind-up key on the back. Or a slot in the bottom
for your feet. They say that and smile. And I think they're right, but of
course I couldn't tell them that. Or Denny.
It scares me to drive this thing on high-speed roads, puttering down
the freeway with all those big trucks and fast cars flying by and honking at
me to go faster. I'm afraid one of those semis won't even see me and they'll
come up behind me before they know it and roll up on me, splat! like a frog
on the highway. So I take the l^e road with its bumps and curves. It's
prettier anyway. Sometimes I'm tempted to take the truck, but its sides look
like Cookie Monster took it for a munchie and gobbled great big bites out of
it. Besides, Denny needs it.
At least with the Vespa I can say: It's French—^my husband collects
aiitiques. People here in California understand eccentricity. It makes it
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okay if it's collectible. Tliat makes it more than a pile of aggravating junk.
All I have to do is explain that it's rear-engined, and people are enthralled.
Denny says people have been mesmerized by rear engines ever since Ralph
Nadar killed the Corvair. I lift the tiny deck lid and reveal the mlniatiire
two-cycle engine and show my interested clients how I pump two gallons of
gas, set the dial, and the oil automatically feeds into the gas. Oh, how cute,
they say, like a lawnitiower. That always makes me feel two inches shorter,
but I come back with, but there's only twenty of these in the U.S.
Besides, it isn't necessary for me to have a good car yet. I'm still
building my greeting card route. It is tricky, though, piling the passenger
seat of a little two-seater high with sample cases. The smaller home-owned
specialty stores know what it's like to run on a budget. I have that in my
favor, even if they do look at the car and me with question marks in their
eyes. And I worry that I won't be able to service the accounts reliably.
Henry is always giving me trouble. That's what I call the Vespa. Dermy
names all his cars after women, but to me, this car is a Henry. Once the
fiiel filter clogged. Another time the oil and gas didn't mix properly and
fouled the plugs. Dermy said it was because I didn't set the dial on the
pumper right. And there are all kinds of things underneath that don't work
right. The thing sputters and b^gs wherever I go.
I'm thinking about the lake and getting by imtil the baby comes when
Henry suddenly jerks to the right. I grab the wheel with both fists until my
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knuckles are white, but I get the car under control. Thank god we weren't
on the highway, or we would've been mincemeat, Heniy and me and the
baby, careening across lanes of traffic. We're just lucky we didn't go into
the lake. I pull off the road close to the steep bank. Oh, deep breath. I'm
still alive. We're still alive. Did that scare you, puiikin? Cahn down, It's
okay now, I say, and rub my belly. We're okay. I step out to see what
snapped. Oh shit, I think, he's gonna kill me. One of the wheels Denny got
off a golf cart is leaning desperately to the inside. Looks like a broken plastic
toy after Denny's nephew finishes roughhousing. Oh, boy, look at that
pothole.
It's maybe a halfmile up to the phone at the AM-PM. Seems like five
though in my pumps. I'm stumbling over asphalt pebbles from the cracked
blacktop, scuffing up my only pair of black dress shoes, damn. Lucky I
stayed in shape. I don't show that much for five months, but I feel it today.
Road dust is sandblasting me. I'm soaked with sweat and hopelessly late
for my meeting, but 1make it to the phone before a single car goes by. I
wonder how much money I have as I dig out 35 cents for the pay phone.
Besides that, let's see, three dollars, two quarters, there's some change in
the bottom ofmy purse—ooh, four more quarters, three dimes, a nickel and
two pennies—$4.87, not enough for a tow truck or a cab. Oh man, my
forehead's hot. I hope Denny's still home. He'll be mad, but he'll come and
rescue me.
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"What's wrong?" Denny's growling. We've both had this conversatioh
before.
The car broke again. It's bad this time, honey."
"What did you break now?" I hear him tapping on the phone.
"Um, something popped and the wheel leans inward."
"Oh fuck! What the hell did you do now, hit a pothole?" His
breathing is short and quick.
"I'm sorry honey. You know I was late for an important meeting today.
I guess I just wasn't careful enough."
"You damn right you weren't. You know how hard it is to get parts for
that car. You probably broke the kingpins." Wham! I think he just threw
the phone book on the floor.
"What do you want me to do, honejr? I need to get to work."
"Well, I'm working too. There's an auction today, and I'm just about
to leave. I won't be able to come and look at the car until about four
o'clock."
"Could you pick me up first?"
"Oh, Christ! That's eight miles out of the way. Oh, give me an hour.
You can wait there at the store." Click.
I
I go inside the AM-PM. Should I spend $1.09 on a Llpton Ice Tea? I
go to the bathroom and get a drink ofwater, holding my hands under the
faucet to form a cup. I wet my face with the cool water and dab it diy with a
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blue paper towel. Hiat feels better. Sure have to pee a lot when you're
pregnant. I wish Denny would come right away, and I wonder what I'm
going to do here for an hour. Go back out and read all the labels on the
potato chips, I guess. I try, but I c^'t do this forever. I go outside. Jeesh, I
feel like a streetwalker or a thief loitering around the store, and it's only
been ten mtautes.
"Um, are you okaj^"
"Oh, yeah. Car trouble." She looks like a nice woman. Must be
somebody's mom.
"Do you need a ride?"
"No. Well, yes, if you don't mind. My car's not far."
"Jump in."
I settle into the passenger seat and stare at the road ahead, while she
tries to break the uneasy silence.
"What kind of trouble ^e you having?"
"It's something seriously wrong with the wheel," I say. "Something's
always going wrong with that car. It's a little foreign job, Denny's pride and
joy, and he's not happy with me."
"Couldn't help noticing you seemed upset on the phone." Her eyes
catch mine, then we both look away.
"Denny's busy and he can't come right now." By now we're at the car.
"Oh, honey, is that your car? Oh, you poor thing. Where do you live?
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Why don't I just take you home?"
"Oh, that would be great. Denny won't like it, but I'm so grimy and
sweaty and tired. Maybe we can catch him before he leaves, then he won't
have to rush. I don't live far."
We make small talk. Her name's Lucy Callahan. She's a fashion rep
for a big company, and travels all over the country introducing new trends
to store owners. Hates to fly, so she drives a company car. Headed to St.
Louis right now.
"Well, small world," I say. "My Gram lives in the Ozarks. My Gramma
Martha Just had a stroke. My mom's out there. Hien there's my Great-
Gramma Eva. She's 101. I'd sure like to see her before something happens
to her. Biit Denny says we can't afford it right now."
We pull into the driveway at my house, behind a strange car. One of
Denny's antique buyers, I imagine. That's why he couldn't come right away.
A lot of buyers come to the house. I go quietly in the back door so as not to
disturb any high-power negotiations. Denny always says negotiations are
delicate, like undressing a woman. You have to do it just right, or she's
liable to change her mind and walk out the door.
I come in through the kitchen and peek into the living room. No one
is there. Perhaps they're out in one of the sheds, examining some of the
primitives. I head down the hall to my bedroom to get out ofmy sweaty
clothes, but I stop when I hear noises, noises like what Denny inakes when
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he's with me. I try to turn around and go the other way, but I'm drawn to
the sound against my will. I feel like Tm standing dead still, but my feet
creep forward, forward until they're standing in the doorway and it's as
though I'm out ofmy body watching a movie down below while I'm floating
up somewhere on a foggy cloud. Denny is in the movie. He's with our 19-
year-old neighbor. He's calling her Baby and doing things to her that he
doesn't do with me. They are so intense on each other, they don't see me or
my cloud, and I slip away, away, down the hall, out the door, down the
driveway. My feet carry me forward, forward, down the drive. A blue angel
wraps her wiiigs around me. Then I realize someone grabs my arm and I'm
back on earth again. It's the nice woman who gave me a ride.
"Get in the car," she says. "I thought you might need another lift."
She doesn't ask what happened. She just drives, and stops when she
passes Heniy.
"What do you want to do?" she asks. "I'll take you wherever you need
to go."
"Okay," I answer, and look at my midget car. Henry's crooked wheel
looks like a dimple, like the car is smirking at me. "I just need to get
something," I tell Lucy. I grab my keys, and leave my purse on the seat of
the nice woman's car and walk back to Henry. I look out over the whitecaps
forming on the lake. A big blue bird with huge wings circles and dives. I
look inside the midget and see my sample cases popped open. There are
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greeting cards everywhere. One of them says, "Thinking ofYou," and has a
cute little picture of a sailboat on a lake. I put the stick in neutral and turn
the wheels toward the lake. I walk around to the rear of the car, and push.
"Here's for all the little pats on the ass. Smooth sailing, Henry."
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-KATT-
My hand is sweaty on the brass handle as I pull open the heavy
hospital door. I feel itchy, I hate hospitals.
Actually, just being back in the Ozarks gives me the heebie-jeebies. I
want to run, just like I wanted to when Iwent to that wedding last year after
not having set foot in church for 23 years.
I have to tell myself, whoa! What do I have to fear from a 76-year-old
invalid, anyway? Just because she's my mother doesn't mean I have to be
afraid of her. Not at this stage ofmy life. She can't hurt me an5rmore.
She's in no condition.
But I bet she still has eyebrows. She could kill with those eyebrows
when she wrinkles them up so there's two canyons going up and down her
forehead. I remember when I was a kid I thought those eyebrows were
lethal weapons. That is, while she was arotmd, anyway. She never stayed
around veiy long. Funny how she always made it sound like leaving us kids
somewhere for someone else to raise wais doing us a favor. Because she
loved us.
I don't need the kind of "love" she dishes out. I've got enough
troubles ofmy own. Stephanie's going to have a baby, and she's married to
that louse. I can't say anything about that, though, or she'll hate me more
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than she already does. She's got to get herself out of it. But I could just be
there. I'm turning around. I'm going home. But what about Gramma?
Oh, why me? Why is it my siblings just happen to be on vacation? I'll
just tell them I had an emergency and couldn't do it. I'll get someone to look
after Gram. Mom's well-taken care of. This place is old, but the pea-green
walls are clean, the halls are quiet and empty. Smells like Band-Aids, but
the only noises are TV coming from some of the rooms and the nurses' soft-
soled shoes going squish-squish on the swirly gray linoleum.
I duck into the ladies room and take three deep breaths. I wonder if
the place still has the same reputation it had 20 years ago? I remember the
city fathers weren't too happy when that newspaper story came out showing
that the same doctors who ran the hospital all owned stock in the nursing
home down the street and the funeral home next door. Oh, jeez. Okay, I'll
get her out of here, I tell my twin in the mirror, then I'm going home.
Pronto. I take another deep breath, and backcomb my puffy bangs, making
sure they cover my forehead. I've got the "Professional Look Cut." I prefer
long hair, but short is easier to look presentable every day. I wonder if my
shirt with the embroidered flowerboxes looks too school-teacheiy. Ma will
probably find something to criticize, I think, then I remember she's not
talking. A wicked smile stares back at me in the mirror, and I go off in
search of the nurses station.
"Ah, excuse me. Can you give me an update on my mother, Martha
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O'Brien?"
"And you are?" The nurse looks up from her computer and stares at
me over her reading glasses like I'm an infant kidnapper or something.
"I'm her daughter Kathleen—Kathleen McKuhn, from California."
"Oh, yes. We've been expecting you. Ejqjected you yesterday." She
says that like she's accusing me of stopping off at Worlds of Fun.
"I came as soon as I could. We had a flight delay, and there was an
unscheduled layover." She has creases in her forehead just like Mom's.
"How is she?" I ask.
"Well, the stroke resulted in paralysis of the left side, with only partial
movement in her right side. It left her essentially unable to take care of
herself, and in a bad temper."
"Oh, she had that long before she had the stroke." I try to make that
sound like a joke, but we both know it's not. I wonder if the nurse is telling
V
me eveiything
"Well, come along, and I'll show you her room. I should warn you that
she may not behave in the way that you expect she should. That happens
sometimes in stroke patients." I'd like to tell her that Mom never acted the
way I expected a Mom should. Why should that change now?
"Here we are. Room 317. She's just being fed, a special broth. Aren't
you going in?" the nurse asks, st^ding there with one hand on the half-
opened door and the other on her hip like my high school phys ed teacher
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waiting for me to fall in. I expect her to blow a whistle and see girls in gym
shorts come galloping out of the rooms that line the long empty hallway. I
grab the long door handle and just stand there staring into Mom's room.
Mom's sitting there like the Queen of Sheba with a lopsided grin.
She's propped up in her wind-up bed thick with pillows. One side of her
face is stiff, but that other looks positively wicked. Her right arm shakes out
toward the soup bowl a pretty young aide holds out in front of her, trying to
spoonfeed Mom, and Mom's having none of it.
Mom tips the bowl of soup and it goes all over the front of that girl,
soaking her blue uniform. The girl screams and there's noodles stuck to the
front of her shirt. And Mom, 1swear, she's wearing a halo with horns.
She's positively happy! Upside down soup bowl, spoon, steaming liquid,
noodles. Who said she can't take care of herself?
"Hey Ma, how's it goin?" I think she's beaming. If I didn't know better,
I'd swear she's happy to see me!
"Ka—^teln." I can barely make it out. "Pe, pe." She shakes her arm at
the aide who's clutching the front of her blouse and flapping it out in front
of her.
"I think I'm burned," the girl says. "I've got to get this off me. I'll have
someone clean up the mess."
I reach over and pick up the bowl and its snap-on plastic lid. "She
needs pepper," I say. "Has to have pepper. And it looks like it's much too
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hot. And what's this? This lid says Mary O'Brien. She's Martha O'Brien. I
don't think she can swallow those noodles. This dish wasn't intended for
her." The aide goes white and dashes out of the room. "It's okay Ma," I say
as I pat her shaking hand. She tries to grab my hand, but she can't manage
it. "I'll be back to get you out of here," I tell her.
I go in search of the phys ed lookalike at the nurses' station. I need
j
her whistle now. Her glasses hang down on her chest over the top of her
stethoscope. She is staring at the aide who gestures wildly trying to explain
what happened. "Go take care of yourself," she tells the aide and turns
toward me.
"Ms. McKuhn, this is just one in a series of episodes. Your mother is
stable medically, but she needs to be transferred to a facility that is
equipped to deal with, with her daily care. The doctor has already issued
her dismissal and made arrangements for her to be transferred to the
Sunny Rest Nursing Home. It's just down the block."
"I know where it is. No, I don't think so. She hates that place. I will
need a couple days to find a facility that she and I are both comfortable
with." The nurse tilts her head a little to the side.
"You don't understand. She's being dismissed today. I've already
called the ambulance. They'll be here shortly. If you don't like the Stmny
Rest, you can always take her home."
"Home? No, I can't take her on the plane. Oh, you mean her home.
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But there's no one but Gramma to take care of her." It's no use tiying to
define the word home. Somehow, the world seems to be sliding past me as I
ponder the nurse's impossible suggestion. "Okay, I can stay awhile imtil we
figure out what to do. We'll need a hospital bed."
"There's a new medical supply shop in town that specializes in home
delivery. I'm sure they can have a bed delivered this afternoon."
I turn and walk back down the hall to Mom's room. A couple days
tops, and I'll be on that plane.
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-STEPHAOTE-
We head south on the 99. Traffic in the opposite lanes blurs into the
oleander bushes dividing the highway. I'm still riding on my foggy cloud
and staring down into a big black hole when we head east on the 58.
Eventually we wind up at Gram-Gram's door. I think it's all a dream, but
Ma*s here, and I know it's real.
Soon I'm upstairs, looking out across the overgrown grape vines. Ma
treats me the same as always. Like it doesn't matter that I'm here. Thought
for a minute she was happy to see me. But she was just shocked. I know
that's what it was. She never expected to see me here. Well, neither did I,
but here I am. Never asked me how I got here. You'd think she'd want to
know. Never asked me about the baby. You'd think she'd care that much.
Great-Gramma E)va didn't even seem surprised. Just like it was natural I
should come all the way out here from California all by myself, no man, no
job. Like she knows something, expects something nobody else does. And
she's ecstatic about the baby. Can't quit talking about it. She talks about
when she was little, when Gram was a baby, how Ma loved hot chocolate.
Now with Gram, sick like she is, you just can't tell what she thinks. Can't
tell if anjrthing's going on inside that head. She just lays there and stares at
the china cabinet. It's weird because Gram's the one who always tells you
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what's on her mind. I'm so tired. Not a good place anywhere to steal a nap.
Wonder if Denny found the car by now? Actually, I don't give a shit. I don't
care what he does.
I just want some hot chocolate. Wonder if there's any in the house?
The stairs creak as I go down, and Gram stares at me with empty eyes
as I tiptoe past her perch on my way to the kitchen. Even in semi-
consciousness, she dominates the house, roosting here in the dining room.
Her hospital bed has become a kind of headquarters. She is a sort of
general, I think, observing her troops in silence. We are the soldiers, we
report in, and go on about our duty. Now there's a woman with history, I
think, or maybe I should say haunted by history.
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-KATT-
"Your mom may live 10 days or 10 years," the doctor said. "But she's
going to need a lot of care."
The words come back as I settle into the porch swing. Being back
here at Gramma's house feels strange—^like biting into a big hunk of extra
dark semi-sweet baking chocolate that's so veiy rich you can't decide
whether you like it or not. The porch moans as I set the swing into a gentle
rocking motion. A tall sycamore gives some relief from the July heat. I'm
glad I won't be here in August. It gets imbearable here. The hill across the
road is thick with thorny blackberry bushes, just like I remember.
I'm thinking about the doctor's words and the halfway house to the
morgue that they call a nursing home, and I decide the only thing I can do
is take Mom and Gramma back to California. Life is more civilized there.
It's obvious my siblings aren't going to lift a finger to do anything for them..
And I can't be flying back here eveiy week. I can find compassionate care
for both women, that's how they advertise it on TV, although it will be
difficult for anyone to be compassionate with Mom.
Of course, I'll have to settle things here first before we move them.
God, the house is a mess. How could anyone live here? The downstairs is
barely habitable, and the upstairs not at all, really. The house needs a new
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roof if it's going to survive. My guess is the land will become part of
Longview's next subdivision. I have some prospects.
The first step is to get rid of some of the junk and clean up the place.
It's nice to be a. teacher and have the summer off. I can do this. I look out
across the overgrown lawn. Poke and sumac grow where once there were
acres of beautiful flowers and the tastiest grapes in four states. The tastiest
wine, too. Gram still made wine i^til about 15 years ago. I wonder if
there's any left in the basement? Now purple bird droppings dot the
sidewalk that's barely visible between two tall rows of weeds leading from
the circle drive to the house. I'm staring around the comer of the house to
another path through thigh-high grass winding around to the back of the
house, where ferns grow so tall and bushy they remind me of those in the
Washington rain forests.
I'm thinking about playing in this jungle of ferns as a child when a car
pulls up through the weeds in the circle drive. A woman gets out—it's
Stephanie. Another woman is driving. She waves goodbye and takes off,
leaving Stephanie standing there, circled by purple coneflowers.
"My God," I say, and run down off the porch through the narrow path.
I reach out and squeeze her without thinking. She stiffens, and I feel silly
hugging a concrete statue, and wonder where my bubbly little girl went. I
remember cuddling her as an infant, holding her to my breast, sewing
clothes for her, holding her hand and walking to the library, pushing her in
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the park swing, seeing her off to school. 1try to pinpoint the day, the hour
things changed, but I'm not even sure of the year. Was it when 1made her
take back the box of crayons she stole from one of her friends? Was it when
I had to grade papers late into the night, every night, instead of baking
cookies with Stephanie? Was it when I forced her to quit smoking? Was it
when 1 didn't approve of Denny? She hasn't been to see me in months. 1
can't imagine why she's here now. She stands grim-faced, exhausted, no
doubt in shock about the state of the house.
"It's not as bad as it seems," I say gesturing toward the house. I
wonder how she got here, why she came, how the baby is, how long she can
stay, whether this means trouble in the marriage. I want to ask her a
million questions, make her hot cocoa, hold her hands and tell her she's
safe here.
But she wears a storm cloud for a hat, a cold, dark look that says,
"back off, don't touch me, don't talk to me." Her eyes go blank, and you
can't see past them, into them, through the steel wall that she's erected
there. I'm sure she's asking herself right nowwhy she came, and if I say
one wrong thing, she's liable to turn right around and walk on out of here.
She has no bags except a large purse, and I don't ask why.
"It's cooler inside," I say, and she follows me up to the porch. "Look
Steph, there's still some tiger lilies. Remember the jumping game?"
"No, Ma," she says, even though I've told her the stoiy a hundred
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times. She looks disinterested, but at least she's talking now. I take that as
a sign to continue.
"When I was a little girl," I tell her, "I used to try to jump over the tiger
lilies, but sometimes I'd miss and land right in the middle of them. That's
when I'd get in trouble. I thought Gram had eyes in the back of her head,
because sure as not, I'd no sooner land in the flower bed than I'd hear
Gram's stem warning: "Kat-leeeeeeennnn. ..." I'm so excited that
Stephanie is here and all I can talk about is plant stories she's already
heard. I babble on.
"Look, there's the Iliac bush us kids used as Indian gum. We'd break
off a twig and chew the pith. Cra^ things you remember. Do you think
there's still arrowheads buried in the cornfield next door?"
"I dunno Ma. Is there?"
"How are you, kiddo?"
"Oh, I'm just peachy, Ma. Just peachy."
The stories don't mean an5rthing to Stephanie. She has no sense of
history.
We go inside and settle into big easy chairs on opposite sides of the
fireplace. We stare into the empty space of the hearth.
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-MARTHA-
Oh, that poor girl. Stephame, she's like me. Too damned independent
for her own good and too wrapped up in her own miseiy to let anybody help
her. She's in for a world of heartache if she doesn't straighten out soon. But
of course, she'll never see it that way. She doesn't give herself enough
credit, and she doesn't think anybody else does either. Oh, Stephanie, I
know how you feel, but how wrong you are. You're just too good for these
miserable excuses for men, that's all.
Oh, life would have been a lot different if I could have found a man who
was a real helpmate. Instead, all they did was drag me down. Oh, I can't
think about that now. Got to concentrate on getting better. Concentrate on
my surroundings. Concentrate on the dining room table. There's Ma's Jewel
Tea bowl with the little orange leaves on it. How I remember her strong arm
smashing out lumps in the mashed potatoes, mashing, mashing, Just like
the punch presses at Hone3rwell where I worked stamped out perfectly
formed metal parts, one after the other.
I can see Ma in her bib apron—she was always in her apron—at the
kitchen sink peeling bushels of potatoes, the counter top piled high—^red
and white checked canisters, last week's mail, half-ripe tomatoes, a white
porcelain colander for washing the green beans, and by the faucet, her
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rings. Friends and family crowded around our big round oak table,
especially for Ma's roast pheasant. "Watch out for the BBs," she'd say. The
pheasant was delicious, but I still hear her stem warning. "You can't be too
careful," she'd say. And she was right. There were always a few tiny metal
balls left over from her brother's shotgun. I'd roll them around on my
tongue and feel their coldness and rotmdness before I spit them out. I
wondered what would happen if I swallowed them. Funny, I can't remember
any other conversation, except maybe, "clean your plate." Enough already.
Concentrate on something else. Hie china cabinet. Oh, I swear 1see my
purple ribbon in the china closet. My "best of show" from the county fair.
That was for my portrait of Jeanette MacDonald. Oh, I could've done
something if I'd had some real training! Ma had enough money to send me
to Paris, but would she do that? Of course not, the selfish old witch. Said it
was for my own good she was keeping me here. Everything was for my own
good. Sure it was. More likely it was to have someone to haul her bags
around for her. All we ever did was take the train. Over and over again.
Back and forth across the country. And we always wotmd up back there at
Aunt Anna's and Cousin Emma's, the brat. She had everything so fine.
"Why don't you act like Ermna?" Ma would say. "She's such a lady."
Just because she would never get her hands dirty. She wouldn't think
of getting paint on her dainty skin. Or stmshine, either. Had to keep that
delicate look. Couldn*t go running around through the grass and the trees.
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"Child, what is the matter with you?" Ma would say. "Look at your
fingernails. And your clothes! They are a disgracel Have you been climbing
trees with the boys again? You stay away from those trees, you hear? Why
can't you behave like Emma?"
Now here I am a prisoner in my own body. Can't properly feed myself or
dress myself or clean myself. How humiliating! But I'm still kicking! I can
move. I'm not totally paralyzed. My left side is little bit stiff, that's all, and
the other side's a little shaky. I don't care what that damn doctor told
Kathleen, I will be up and walking in another month! I'm awake a lot, so I'll
keep working my muscles here in this bed. And my mind. "Your mind
believes everything you tell it." I remember reading that somewhere. So I'm
telling mine this is my gymnasium. I am getting stronger everyday. I know I
am. One of these days, I'll be able to speak coherently. I can think it, just
can't get the words to come out right. I practice. I think "coffee," but what
comes out is "sha-mi." That's okay. Lots of people would be dead by now if
they'd been through what I've been through. Oh, I can't think about that
right now. Got to concentrate. Concentrate on Ma's china cabinet opposite
my bed. All her little souvenirs. Teacups and saucers firom semi-famous
places. I guess she thought she was doing something by traveling all the
time. One step ahead of her neighbors. Why she didn't use the money to go
to Eixrope I'll never know. Had to always make a big circle, winding up back
at Aunt Anna's. Always had to buy souvenirs for that spoiled brat. Cousin
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Emma. We kept moving all the time when we wasn't at Anna's. .I never
could have a regular beau. As soon as I'd get to know a few people my age,
we'd be off and running again. "You're too young to have a bo5^end," or
"Young ladies don't behave like that." Oh. I got sick of those words. She was
such a prude. Probably only had sex the one time when she got me, and
probably did it with her clothes on! She didn't treat Emma the way she
treated me. Treated her with respect. Me she just bossed aroimd all the
time. Till I got grown enough to move out on my own. I wonder if she ever
got tired of trying to make me be just like her. I wasn't destined to live the
life of a prude, no not me! Leave that for her darling Emma.
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-KATT"
Here I sit, taking in money that's not real for little pieces of Gramma,
selling off history a quarter at a time to sissy-faced collectors who know
nothing about us.
I drop four quarters into the tin box, and they plunk into their
compartment with others like them. They look like peanut butter
sandwiches, bronze colored in the middle, with a little fake silver on the
outsides. When I was a girl, money was real silver. But now it's come to
this.
I want to wrap Gramma's green-rimined graniteware pie pan carefully
before I send it on its way, like it's one of her children going off to school,
even though this guy has no idea about its histoiy. All I have to wrap it in
is a couple of plastic Wal-Mart bags, but that should protect it. I'm doing it
for her, not for him, blast him.
Before he hands over the quarters, we play a little game. Some people
say rummage sales are like a scavenger hunt. I say they are like a safari.
The puny-looking middle-aged man is the hunter, the hunter of
undiscovered treasure at bargain prices, and I am the native with the exotic
goods, the naive "little woman," eager to find a home for my unappreciated
discards. He pretends to be disinterested, but I see the little sparkle in his
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eye when he picks up the pan and turns it over, looking for the telltale mark
of quality. He grips it tighter and approaches me. He'd offer beads if he
could, but all he has are these fake pieces of silver. He prepares his
ammunition.
"Will you take a dollar for it?" he whines, handing me the four
quarters. The nerve. Rummage sales are such a charade. You have to
price items higher than what you want, because people expect you to reduce
the price whenever they whine about it. I wonder if it is this way only in the
Ozarks. I know this antique is worth about $12, and I was sure it would
sell, even here, when I priced it at $2. But I forgot the whine factor. He
prepares his second round and fires.
"The porcelain is chipped, but it will look good with my barbed wire
collection," he says. I wonder if he'll look as good at seventy or eighty or a
hundred years old. Maybe I resent him because I know he's only going to
decorate a wall with Gramma's pan. That pan still makes my lips pucker
just thinking about Gramma's sour-sweet rhubarb pies. But I'm here to
sell, and 1have his money. I am the hunter now. I have snared him.
"Here you are. Enjoy the pan. It was my grandmother's."
"Oh, is that your grandmother in the garden?" the bargain hunter
asks as he steps off the porch,
"I don't think so," I say, shading my eyes with my hand and seeing
nothing but a tangle of overgrown grape vines.
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"Well! She's gone already," he says.
I swear that the man's mouth never moves when he talks and he has
a wad of tobacco in the pouch of one cheek. I'm surprised I can still make
out the hillbilly monotone after being a Califomian for twenty years.
"Was she wearing a blue dress?" I ask. I don't know what made me
think of that after all these years.
He nods. "Long blue dress:—old-fashioned."
"Must be Lucinda," I say, letting the black wooden screen door whack
closed behind me. He wouldn't understand.
I look around at the living room, once so familiar but now a jumble of card
tables piled high with mismatched dishes, pottery mugs, costume jeweliy,
and books nobody reads any more. Even the fireplace mantle is loaded with
knickknacks, priced to sell.
"You mean somebody actually bought that rusty old thing?" says
Stephanie, crouched on the floor beneath one of the two tail narrow
windows where a muted panel of light pushes through the dusly lace
hanging between heavy burgundy draperies. "I can't believe people save all
this old shit," she says. The pages of Life from the 1940s slap each other as
she flips through the musty magazine.
I bite the inside ofmy cheek and straighten my shoulders. Stephanie's
only 22. She can't be expected to understand. Her world consists of pizza
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and strange music.
"That pie tin was your great-grandmother's, Stephanie."
"Oh, I know, but it had rust holes in it. It's not good for anything
anymore. Why are you selling it if it's so important to you?"
"Well, I can't save everything," I say. "And apparently nobody else
cares."
"Aw, jeesh. Ma."
I turn the brass knob to the adjoining room and peek in. Mom lies
there peacefully asleep now on her new hospital bed in the dining room, but
soon, perhaps, she'll be banging on the wall for attention. It's as though our
roles are reversed. She's the child now, complete with tantrums, and I'm the
mom.
I turn and cross the hall to check on my other "child," Gramma Eva. I
open the door into her sunny bedroom where a pair of canaries is engrossed
in a melodious conversation. "Hi Gram. How's Nelson and Jeanette toda}^"
Gramma named tiiem for the singers that Mom liked in her youth. Nelson
Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald.
, N
"Oh, my, they're keeping up a steady stream today wondering who all
the folk are coming and going," says Gram in her straight back rocker.
"What's that you've got there?" I ask. "Is that something you want to
sell?"
"Hiis? Heavens no! Why, this music box was my mother's. I was a
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cliild when she gave it to me. She told me to remember something, and I've
been trying to remember what it was."
"I'll check in on you later, Gram," I say, shutting the door on
Gramma's reverie.
The women in my family have a histoiy of longevity, A couple ofmy
great-aunts lived to be in their 90s. Gram's an incredibly lively 101, and
she gives every indication of living to be 120. She's proud to be one of the
few on this planet to have the distinction ofhaving lived in three centuries.
All those long-lived women. But something went wrong with Mom. She's
already bedridden. Just like something went wrong with Gram's mom. She
died in childbirth when Gram was 6. But Gram's gram Hved to be 85.
So here we are. Here's this line of six women with diEferent last
names. Nothing to connect us but blood, that invisible river that makes us
a family. There was Margaret Marie O'Connell, Gram's gram, the one who,
with her Irish husband, built this house brick by brick, before the Civil War.
She was smart enough to protect her legacy by making sure the house
stayed in the O'Connell bloodline. Good thing, too, or Lord only knows
where we'd be now. But Gram's the only one who remembers her now.
Next was Lucinda Marie Chatsworth, the one who died before her time, in
childbirth, the one nobody knew. Then comes Gram, E)va Margaret
Hochschmidt. She diluted the Irish blood. Then there's Mom, Martha Marie
O'Brien, half Irish, half German. The one who never cared to admit she had
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any kind of past, but wound up here anyway, taking care of Gram. Next is
me, Kathleen Caroline McKuhn. The modem woman. Right. And then
comes Stephanie Suzarme Whltaker. Three months married, five months
pregnant. None of us have a thing in common except blood. Blood, that's
the only reason the four of us are here today.
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-EVA-
Do I want to sell my mum's old music box, those girls ask me. My
treasure box. It still plays, imagine that. My mother, her voice, her hair, her
sweet music.
Si-i-lent Night holy night . .
My sweet lily. That's what Mum calls me.
"Come closer, my sweet lily," she whispers. Her voice sounds far
away, like she's down in the root cellar, not lying right here in front of me on
her big wide bed with the snow white Sunday quilt pulled up around her.
Her hair, the color of the well-oiled butcher block in our kitchen where she
kneads bread dough every day, is spread out over the starchy embroidered
pillowcases propped up under her. I trace the outlines of the stitched white
flowers with my eyes.
Mum's hair's not tied up tight on her head like when she's working,
but falls in laughing rivers down over her shoulders, the light from the
kerosene lamp bouncing off the crests of the waves. Beautiful hair, my
mum, but her eyes are pink and sticl^ and her cheeks the color of her
hands kneading dough.
"Come closer, my precious one," she says to me. "Eva dear, climb up
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here on my bed. Can you reach the shelf over my head? You see the little
music box there? Bring it here, my sweet little lily."
My sweet littLe lily.
"My mother gave me this box, and now I give it to you," she whispers.
"Now EXra, dear, this is veiy important. Remember that. ..."
Love's pitre light. . .
No. It was remember to. . .
Maybe it was remember if. , ,
Oh, if only I could remember what Mum told me. It's important. Mum
told me it was important. Ihe box made magic music, that's what she said,
and something else. Mum gave me this gift and told me. . . told me—what?
If only I could remember.
Sleep in heavenly peace. ..
I remember when she walked with me out in the garden or down through
the rows of grapes, me hanging on to her long blue dress. We would each
pick the biggest, roundest, fattest, purplest gem we could find and suck the
fruit right off the seeds. And we would giggle until purple streaks ran down
from the comers of our mouths. "Woman's lot is hard," she'd say. "So
enjoy the fruit while you can."
Evening's grace . . .
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I can see those grape vines out my window now, they're as big around on
the bottom as trees, a tangled, gnarled mess, like my fingers, a mess of
trunks, dead wood, unhappy vines, prickly blackberry bushes full of
chiggers. Couldn't take a walk down through there now. When my
grandmum moved away and my stepmother came to live here, I remember
running, running down through the rows. Sometimes I'd think I'd see her,
my mimi, and I'd fall asleep peaceful like under a tree. The house was quiet
after Mum.
Silent . .
Quiet. Always had to be quiet. Had to be quiet either because of the babies
or the menfolk. She made me call her Mama, that one. Then she made me
be quiet. Mostly I called her yesmaanL She tried to take my music box. I
screamed and screamed until my father came.
"For heaven sakes, Helen, let her have it. It's all she has of her
mother's," he told her. "And you, young lady. You are eight years old. It's
time you acted your age."
Act your age, remember your place, respect your elders don't speak
unless spoken to childrenshouldbese^andnotheard. . . .
My knobby old fingers press against the tiny key, and the sweet, tinny
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music floats over me.
Round yon virgin. . .
"Why can't you do something right for a change?" Helen complains. It seems
I'm not much good at sewing, or cooking, or tending Helen's littie ones. I
look for someone who will smile, and eventually, when Helen isn't looking,
because she forbids it, I find my man John. He's a railroad man. We run
away together.
All is bright . .
"Can*t you do any better than that?" says John when I try to make johnny
cake the way he likes it because he's a southern boy. He likes his biscuits
and gravy, too. We have Martha, and then one day there's an accident on
the railroad, and me and Martha are alone.
Night . .
Me and Martha, we kept the house, thanks to some papers my grandmimi
had drawn up way back before my mum got married. The papers said the
house would stay with Grandmimi's blood kin. It helped that the thimiping
in the attic scared off Helen and her brood. They wanted a fancy new house
in town an5^ay. Me and Martha weren't scared and besides, the railroad
pension helped us travel all over the place. I still got the hotelmatchbooks
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to prove it. I got my steamer trunk. I got hangars from lots of those famous
hotels: Hotel Connor, Joplin, Missouri, lead mining capital. I heard they
blasted that hotel down in the Sixties or Seventies only it went down too
soon and buried some people alive. They had a big rescue on TV. Yessir.
There was the Hotel Muhlebach in Kansas City. It's a dried up hole now.
The Poconos, Sarasota, Biloxi, Galveston, Fresno, Tacoma, we stayed in
them all.
Martha was quite the princess. I thought traveling across the country
would do her good. But she wanted Europe. It just never was Paris for her.
No matter what I did, just couldn't please her. She's a stubborn one, that
Martha. Not like my angel Emma.
Mother and child , . ,
"Can I go with you to San Francisco, Auntie Eva?" Emma asks, her eyes
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wide when I tell her about California. "I want to see the ocean."
"Of course you can't," chimes in my sister Anna. "California's no
place for womenfolk on their own. Your place is at home, with me."
Emma's eyes get sad. "Yes, maam," she says.
SUent night . .
I blush. The womenfolk I know aren't like Anna, but they don't seem
so bad. "It's okay, sweetie. Martha aind me will bring you something special
from the ocean, won't we Martha?"
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Silent . .
Martha glares back at me. She and Anna think alike. Would have
been better if they'd been paired up, and me and Emma. But we all make
the best of life, don't we?
Night . .
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-MARTHA-
I dream I'm sleeping on the dining room table. I look around, and it's
no dream. The china cabinet stares back at me. My grandparents' stiff faces
bear down on me from their spot over the fireplace. I try to talk to them,
but feeble noises come out ofmy mouth. I reach for my blankets, but my
arm only wobbles.
I'm caged in with iron bars that rise up from the sides ofmy bed. It's
not the table I'm sleeping on, it's a hospital bed. But this is no hospital.
Weren't the nurses here a few minutes ago? And Kathleen?
"Hey, mom, how ya doin? It's good to see you awake." It's Kathleen.
I know I've been sick, and it must be bad if Kathleen's here. She doesn't
come to visit much. None of the kids comes to visit much.
"You're home. Ma," Kathleen says. "You've had a small stroke. Ihe
doctors say you have every chance of recovery if you follow orders."
What does she mean, orders?
"We got you this nifty bed with pushbutton controls. You'll be on a
special diet for awhile, and of course there'll be medicine, and later, physical
therapy. You're feeling groggy now because of the sedative they gave you
when they moved you. You tried to beat up the ambulance attendants. You
always could hold your own. Ma." She squeezes my hand. "I'm going to get
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you a drink now." She heads off into the kitchen.
I feel like I'm naked, Ijrag here in the flyway between the living room
and the kitchen. The dining room table is pushed up against the organ. My
bed protmdes into the empty space in the middle of the room.
Ma's souvenir teacups in the china cabinet are sliding away and I
can't keep my eyes open. I dream I'm riding in a Pullman. Ma tucks the
covers in around me.
"We'll be in Niagara Falls tomorrow," she says. "You can pick out
something special for Cousin Emma. Won't that be nice?"
Emma. Always Emma. Ma doesn't say, "You can pick out something
special for yourself, Martha." She just drags me along like an extra trunk.
"I want to play the guitar," I tell her.
"Nice young ladies don't play guitar," Ma tells me. "They play the
organ."
I hate the organ. It sounds like funerals.
'The harmonica, then," I plead. "It's nice and small."
"Heavens no, child. That's much too vulgar," she says. "How about
the flute?"
I see stupid fairies dancing and I want to puke. But I draw them for
Ma. I draw them well, and she likes my pictures.
"I want to paint, Ma. I want to go to Paris and study art."
"Heavens, child. You are such a trial. Why can't you be a good little
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girl like Emma and leam to embroider?" Pricking my fingers with a needle
and pulling a bit of thread around is not my idea of creativity. "Good night,"
Ma says. End of conversation.
We go to visit Aunt Anna and Cousin Emma at least twice a year, and
we cdways take the little darling a suitcase full of special gifts. I feel flush
whenever I see Emma. She has brown eyes. All the rest of us have blue
eyes.
"Dog eyes," 1tell her when we're alone in our room. We have to shcire
a room. Little Miss Prim and Proper puckers up her Hps when I call her
that, but she never fights back. I want her to clobber me. I want her to get
roaring mad. I want us to get bloody together, like brothers, so I know that
she's real and not some china doll with a painted smile.
But she only squeaks and sniffles into her scented handkerchief.
The next day she bakes me little cakes with black walnuts because
she knows 1 like the pungent taste. When Ma hounds me about my
embroidery lesson, Emma slips me her sampler. When we come on our next
trip, my drawings are hanging all over Emma's room, and my photo is on
her bureau.
I dig up plants in the forest and bring them into our room, their roots
trailing dirt on Emma's neat-as-a-pin carpet, I think she will sin-ely growl at
me now, and I can growl back, and we c^ tussle like bear cubs, but no, she
smiles, and fetches the whiskbroom and a pot for my plants. I wsint to bite
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her.
I love to hunt. I shoot pheasant and rabbit, dress them out, too. I am a
teenage Diana. I've seen her picture in the World Book Encyclopedia, driving
her chariot through the forest, bow at the ready. 1am like her, powerful,
the virgin himter. But I have to give my kill away.
"It's not ladylike to himt," Mimi says. "You will not do that agadn, you
hear?"
My pouch is full of quail, so I slink out of the house and head down
the road to the Rogers place. They have all boys, and Mrs. Rogers doesn't
yell at me ifmy hands are dirty.
"Can yoii use some fresh quail, Mrs. Rogers?" I ask her.
"Why, doesn't your mother like quail?" she asks.
"Well, it's just that I'm not ^owed. It's not ladylike." She frowns.
"Martha, you oughtn't be hunting if your mother doesn't like it."
"I know," I say, and I take the bag off my shoulder and plop it down
on her kitchen table. "I won't do it an3miore."
The screen door clicks shut behind me, and Joey grabs my arm,
"Hey, Martha, are you still going deer hunting with me?" We're best
buddies, even though he's four years older. He's promised to help me bag
my first deer.
"Sure, but I need to arrange it."
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"Yeah, me too. How about Saturday morning?" he asks.
Saturday comes and I tell Mtmi I'm going on a nature hike, and she
packs me a nice limch. I meet Joey in the woods. We hike a long ways into
the woods and finally settle into the blind Joey's built beforehand. We don't
have to wait long, because he's picked the spot carefully. Four deer head
down the trail, headed for water.
Joey's taught me in advance. I know what to do. I know the ilfle will
kick, and I'm ready. I brace it on my shoulder. I aim, but I wait. I wait until
I'm dead sure. We don't make a sound. Three does and a young buck pick
their way down the trail, and when they're in range, I squeeze. It's a hit,
yes! The other three scatter, but my target falls to the ground.
Joey shows me how to bleed and gut the buck, but I already know,
and I'm claiming my kill. We finish dressing the deer and hang it on a stick
between two trees while we wash up. Joey slaps my bloody hands and says
congratulations, brother. It's your first kill, he says. You have to be
initiated now. It's a ritual.
He takes me to the creek and says okay, now we're going to baptize
you. I am so excited, I am dancing in circles and I notice that Joey is as
excited as I am. "That was some shot, Mattie." He always calls me Mattie
cuz I'm one of the boys.
"You're unbelievable. You never flinched. And you dressed him out
real fine. Just look at you, all bloody." He's grinning from ear to ear. He
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starts peeling off his clothes.
"Well, come on," he says. "We always clean off in the creek when
we're finished. Are you coming?" I strip down to my skivvies and jump in.
"I baptize thee Martha deerslayer," he says, and pushes my head
under. I wonder why he doesn't call me Mattie. Must be the formality of it
all. We wrestle in the water until we're both worn out. We wade out to a
sandbar and collapse. The rocks are warm in the sun. He looks at me like
he's never looked at me before and reaches over iand takes my chin in his
hand and kisses me.
"That was some shot," he says, and hugs me to him. He hugs and
doesn't let go. I start to pull back. "What's the matter, are you chicken?" he
says. That's what he always says when he shows me something dangerous.
"No, I'm not chicken," I say, and roll over on top of him, giving him
mock punches. He rolls me over and reaches under my camisole. He
squeezes and nibbles on my breast, and his mouth and hands are all over
my body, and I am electrified with the most beautiful energy. I want this to
go on and on and never stop, and it seems it never will until we find we are
both finished and lie there exhausted in each other's arms.
When we awake, we wade back to the shore, dress and hoist the deer
up on our shoulders between us, sharing the load. Joey hangs my wet
underwear on the end of the stick. "They'll diy faster this way," he says.
He takes me hunting often, and it isn't until two months later while
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we're making love on the sandbar that I hear strange noises and look up to
see three or four of his friends behind the bushes. I race to get my clothes,
and Joey only laughs.
"You're really initiated now," he laughs. "They only want to see how
beautiful you are, my little angel."
I dress in a hurry and run towards home. I never want to see him
again. I am very angry, but soon I miss him, especially when he calls me
his little angel whenever I pass him on the street and those beautiful hps of
his smile at me. But I won't let him know I miss him. I pout and frown at
him.
"Come here, my Uttle angel," he says one day. "If you know what's
good for you, you'H come to me," he says. "What will your mother say if she
finds out what a tomboy you are? What will the nice people at church say?"
There's a wicked look in his eye when he says this, and I go to him once
more.
I am very nervous when my periods stop, but Joey sets it right. "Well,
we'll Just have to do it proper. We'll go into the city tomorrow and get
married. How's that?"
I caimot believe my good fortime. I am leaving home, never have to
hear about prissy Emma again, and I have a man who calls me his "little
angel."
Soon I my belly swells and I am ugly, Joey doesn't like to look at me.
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He drinks and calls me his little whore. He slaps me and knocks me on the
floor. 1 am afraid for the baby. I run home, but I tell my mother 1 fell. She
asks me if I want to stay. I say yes, and I stay until the baby comes, but
Joey comes to visit eveiy day and brings my mother and me flowers and
says he cannot live without me. I must come home as soon as the baby
comes. I know he is sorry.
Little Kathleen and me go home to Joey, but after a month's time, he
starts in again with the drinking and the slapping. I think it is because I
am busy with the baby and don't have time for Joey. I hate the way my
belly looks now, all stretched and wrinkled. Everything will get better as the
baby gets older, I tell myself, but soon I am pregnant again. When the
second child is bom, the same thing happens as before. Ym no longer
Joey's little angel. I'm his whore. When Joey starts slapping little Kathleen,
I run away for good.
If I'd never gotten pregnant, Joey would still love me, I think. But I
have these kids, and now I have to feed them. I can do many things, so it's
not hard for me to get a job. 1go work in the cannery. The boss is
interested in me, and he makes me feel warm and loved like Joey did. We
meet sometimes in the storeroom after work.
I am pregnant again.
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-STEPHANIE-
"Aw, jeesh. Ma." She always has to get her little barbs ia—apparenily
nobody else cares, she says, I'm supposed to care about a rusty pan with
pinholes in it? Gimme a break! She doesn't even hang around to discuss it.
Why does she think I'm here if I don't care? Like I enjoy traveling across the
country at five months pregnant and sitting around in this dark hole of a
house full of cobwebs and eerie noises.
God, it's hot. I toss the magazine to the side and tiy to brush the
mildew off my fingers. I rub my back and prop up the pillows against the
wall behind me and try to breathe in the faint trickle of air drifting down
from the open window over my head. It's like Mother Nature knows any
attempt to air out this house is futile. I feel like a little girl again, hiding
behind the draperies.
I wonder why I came. I knew better than to get involved. Three pitiful
old women reliving their pasts. Nothing ever changes. They only think
about themselves. None of them hardly knows I'm even here. Here I sit, no
job, no money, no home, no clothes except what that nice woman Lucy
bought me when she drove me here. I wonder what Til do. Lucy says
sometimes you have to go back to your roots to find yourself. Well. I tried,
but these aren't my roots. I wasn't bom here. But they were, all three of
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them.
Maybe that's why Ma sees me as different. You'd think she would talk
to me. 1 mean really talk. She's always too busy or too preoccupied.
I
Oh, I wish I had my computer. Can't even do e-mail. Not that I have
anybody to e-mail right now. There's absolutely nothing here, not even
decent TV. The TV is black and white and has rabbit ears, for chrissake. I
ask myself if I made a mistake coming here.
I decide maybe I can get more air upstairs. I'm staying in Gram's
room, and there's two windows I can open wide. As I climb the stairs, I hear
thumping. IVe heard this noise before, so I think there must be squirrels in
the attic. I think about visiting here as a little girl, and I try to remember.
There were noises here then, too. I try to remember what they were.
The sheer curtains flutter slightly as 1open Gram's door. I would
have thought the noise would drive Gram cra^. She hates anything that
invades her space. Her room is frightening. I wonder if the walls are going
to cave in around me. The plaster's falling in and the wallpaper is peeling.
The room next door is even worse. But there's a big old trunk in there with
some neat old letters in it. A stamp collector would be in heaven.
I think about all this history and wonder why Ma left here. She has
nothing good to say about her mom, yet this looks like it was a nice place to
grow up. Sure, it's deteriorated a lot now, but what do you expect after
years of neglect? What I don't understand is how Ma can be so self-
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centered when she complains about her own mom all the time. If she was so
unhappy with her mother, why didn't she treat me better when I was
growing up? Obviously she doesn't approve of my choices. She doesn't even
talk about the baby. I just want to shake her and say "Hey Ma, I'm here!
It's me, you know, your daughter. Can we talk now?" Oh what's the use.
She'll never understand. I Just wish we didn't have to deal with all these
people coming and going and saj^g "I remember when." I wish we could
just pack it all up and give it to the Goodwill or something, and let them
fight over it,
I think some more about when I was a kid visiting here for the
summer. I remember once wandering down through the remains of the
grapevines and daydreaming about a woman in a long blue dress and before
I knew it, I'd scared myself silly. I came running back to the house as fast
as I could. "Why Honeychild," Gram-Gram said, "you look as if you'd seen a
ghost." And then she smiled her big smile and wrapped me in her arms.
"What you need is cup of hot cocoa," she said. A cup of Gram's hot cocoa
could fix about anything.
I always felt like someone was watching me in this house. Still do.
Sometimes it feels creepy, but sometimes it*s rather comforting, guardian
angel like, like maybe I'm not so alone. Like right now it feels as thou^ I'm
sitting in a giant pair of hands, and they're holding me soft and gentle until
I figure out what to do. Well, at least the rent's free.
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-MARTHA"
That damn screen door has opened and shut for what must be the 281®^
time today. From my bed, I can hear a muddle of voices, the clinking of
dishes, and that infernal slamming of the door. Oh, I know what they're
doing, all right. They're dividing up my things, Mother's things—^my rightful
inheritance. TheyYe stealing it from me. Any minute now I'll get up out of
this bed and tell them all to go to hell. But first I'll rest. Lord knows, I didn't
get any rest in the hospital. They were always waking me up just when I got
to sleep so they could give me a sleeping pill. Why don't they all just leave
me alone?
I must rest, but it's hard to do that stuck here in the dining room. I look
at the oak dining room table pushed to the side and I'm a kid again. Seems
like Ma was always busy preparing for the next meal or cleaning up from
the last one. Pass the beans. Set the table. Do it this way. No please or
thank you or what's happening in your life. I might as well have been
named Eva Jr. because that's what it seemed like Ma was training me to be.
Like I was going to be able to handle a life ofmaking pies and being stuck
way out here in the country. Ttie house wasn't even in town back then. I
don't think Ma ever imderstood how important my dream of stud3ring art
was to me. Never had a clue. I could have had a career, but I got stuck with
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good-for-nothing mates and hving hand-to-mouth.
It's not like you have much choice when you wake up one morning
pregnant and single. Girls nowdays have life that much better, but in.my
day you were disgraced. Didn't matter that I was an adult and had been
married before. Divorced is the same as being a virgin. It was lucky my
David came along at the right time, my gentle David. Oh, what a whirlwind
courtship we had. We married fast, and my babies were safe. Christine
came along, then Louise. David, he didn't mind so much my being divorced,
and David treated me good compared to Joey. Things were good imtil some
loud-mouth drunk from town started talking about how different Christine
and Louise looked and how come Christine had curly hair just like the man
at the canneiy. David's eyes were wild that night, with drink, I thought.
They found him and his truck in the river the next day. He just didn't
understand.
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-KATT-
"The Works. You've got to use The Works," says Melisa—Melisa with
one s, after a trip to Gramma's bathroom. I recognize her right away, even
though it's been twenty years. Maybe it's because she still has the nervous
habit of running her tongue over her front tooth where the crown was put
on after she fainted in church one day.
"Ihe rust is totally out of control," I tell her. I don't know why I feel so
helpless. "I don't think I'll ever be able to get the toilet clean."
"Sure you will," says Melisa with authority, looking down over my
shoulder at the cut glass on the card table.
I have my doubts about the toilet. She fingers a cut glass sugar bowl,
but sees the price and puts it back down. She had her nerve asking to use
the bathroom, I think.
"How's married life?" I ask, checking to make sure Melisa still sports
the gaudy diamond she got when she got married.
"Best thing I ever did," says Melissa, tonguing her front tooth.
"Harry's got his own security business now."
"Children?" I ask cautiously.
"No, I told you I was never going to have any children, and I meant it."
Yeah, but you said you were never having sex, either, I would have
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liked to have said, but what was the point in bringing up old hurts now.
"Harry's two was enough. ThanOkgod we only had to have them on
special holidays," Melisa says, holding up a black wooden platter from
Mexico with bright orange flowers flaking off. She flicks the orange from her
fingers and puts it back down. I hope they look just like Hairy: short,
round, with thick glasses, and chewing on cigars. Well, maybe not the
cigars.
Melisa and Harry had been the talk of the morning coffee crowd at
Sonny's Cafe on the square for a while. The town soon got used to seeing
5'i 1" Melisa and her 5'6" husband. But the damage had been done by that
time. I try to put the thought out ofmy head as I take a dust cloth out of
my apron pocket and try to put a gloss on some of the old flatware. It's
t
hopeless. Maybe TU have better luck with the rust.
"You in town long?" Melisa asks, flipping through a stack of old
picture frames, careful about the tips of her salon nails.
"Not sure," I say, putting more elbow grease into the polishing.
"Well, let's have coffee some time. I don't hold any grudges."
I put my dust cloth down and stare at Melisa. "Sure, coffee," I say,
opening the screen door for her. Melisa disappears down the by now well-
trampled pathway to her car, an Oldsmobile station wagoii with fake wood
trim.
I slump into an ochre-colored platform rocker.
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"Ma, you okay?" Stephanie's voice sounds distant.
"Why wouldn*t I be?"
"Oh, no reason, except maybe that this whole row of card tables is
vibrating." Stephanie steadies a tall bud vase shimmying on the nearest
table.
"Oh." I suddenly notice that my right leg is bobbing up and down.
"What was that all about?" Stephanie asks.
"Oh, we used to be ficlends, a long time ago. Imagine, her saying she
doesn't hold any grudges. The nerve." 1 twist my hair on top of my head,
then let it go.
"Ma?"
"Oh, honey, it was just the strangest thing. Melisa—she spelled it with
one s, her mother wanted her to be different—I used to work with her in an
insurance office when 1was very young. She was 27, skinny, scared, and
lived with her mother, but she always talked big. She had a college degree,
you know, and maybe a third of our clients were college educated."
"So?"
"Well, she flirted and teased and threw in a few intellectual sounding
words and totally intimidated most of the men who showed an interest in
her. 'Nice ball cap,' she'd snicker after one of them left. 'Now ayn't he jest
ay dayndy.' she'd mimic. She was supposed to be an office assist^t, but
she was afraid to take on any responsibility. I wound up doing her filing of
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claims and even setting up new accounts. Nobody knew I did her work and
mine too."
"So what happened?" Stephanie curls up in the big brown overstuffed
chair next to me.
"She was more interested in answering the phone, playing coy, and
counting how many carpet cleaning salesmen could clean the same spot on
the office carpet over and over again. 'I'm never getting married/ she says
one day after another redneck leaves the office. 'I'm going to stay a virgin.
Whymess up a perfectly happy life with a man?' People tried to set her up
with one anjrway. 'His nose is too big,' she'd say, or 'he's too short. He's too
poor. He's balding. His jokes aren't funny.' In two years, she never dated
anyone. Then she turned 29."
"Oh, no, the dreaded milestone." Stephanie leans in over the arm of
her chair.
"Itwas so weird. It was like somebody turned on her biological clock."
I nip at a hangnail on my pinky finger. I've never talked about this before.
Stephanie's never been interested before. I bite my lip and continue. "'I've
decided to have sex,* she says one day. 'Oh, eind who's the lucky recipient,' I
ask her. 'Well, I don't know yet, but I've been asking Sam for advice. Ihope
you don t mind, she says, looking at me out ofthe corner ofherglasses and
running her tongue along her front tooth. So what am I supposed to say,
stay away from my fiance?"
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"Oh, Ma, your fiance? You never told me. I'd kill her. What did you
do?"
"I asked her what did he saj^ 'Sex is meant to be enjoyed,' she says.
'It's one of the most basic human pleasures.' Okay, I figure, that much is
true. Hiat sounds pretty harmless. Maybe she needs a male's reassurance.
She sure hasn't asked me for advice. So I didn't say anything. I asked him
about it later. 'She's just curious about some things,' Sam says, shrugging
his shoulders and giving me the look like why should you care. 'It's no big
deal,' he says, and gets up leaving me sitting there staring at the empty
chair where he'd been sitting."
"Ma, the card tables are vibrating again. What's the real story here,
Ma?"
"Oh, honey, it was just one of those things. The advice turned into
demonstrations. I don't know how much Sam encouraged it or how much
he was enlisted in helping Melisa enjoy the most basic human pleasures. I
think she used him as much as he used her. But the funny thing was,
shortly thereafter a dozen roses arrived for her at the office. They were from
Hany. 'I love your smile,' the card said. Harry wasn't quite separated from
his wife yet at that point. He was everything Melisa said she hated before—
he even wore dirty ballcaps, for goodness sakes—^but her hormones really
kicked in around him. Suddenly she had to showhim that she was going to
be the hotshot insurance rep. I started not gettingmy phone calls, and she
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started spreading stories that she had to cover for me, that I didn't know
how to do anything. The nerve. So things went from bad to worse in a
hurry. Things got pretty nasty around the office."
"What about Sam?"
"Well, he. was my first love, you know? But things were never the
same after that. I tried to talk to my mom about it. Well, you picked him,'
she said. You work it out.' I did. I moved. End of story,"
"You never told me. Ma."
"It never came up before, and I guess some things are just hard to
talk about. Especially right when they first happen. That's why I've been
trying not to interfere and let you tell your story in your own time. Honey,
lye been so worried about you." I'm taking a chance here, but gosh, I gotta
get through to that girl somehow.
"I thought you didn't care." Stephanie bites her lip.
"Surely you don't mean that." I am stunned. How can kids be so
insensitive, I wonder.
"Ma, let's talk about this later, okay? Looks like youVe got more
customers." She's right, but I think she's making up excuses not to talk
again. I'll be glad when this sale is over. Here comes a couple ofwinners.
"Oh, hey, look at this funny looking trunk."
"It's a steamer trunk," I tell them. She's one of those college girls.
Kinda funny looking herself, if you ask me, especially with a pierced
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eyebrow, tongiie and belly button. Wonder what else she's got pierced.
"You know, like in Titanic," I say.
"Oh, really! Oh, honey, this rocks! Can we get it for our apartment?"
She bats her black-rimmed eyes at him.
"Well, that depends. How much did you want for it?" He looks like he
owns $2.
"Twenty-five dollars," I say. He'll never go for it.
"Well, if we get these two pottery vases, and this picture frame, and
the trunk, that's $34. We'll have to, eat a lot of ramen noodles," he tells the
girl. He has holes in his jeans, but they're newJeans, more or less.
"Oh, honey, you're such a sweetie!"
Oh, god. not ramen noodles, I think. They're not even whining!
The^re going to pay the full price! Or are they using reverse psychology on
me, I wonder.
"Look. I can make you a package deal," I tell them. "Twenty-five for all
of it, okay?" I've lost my edge.
"Oh, realty? Oh, honey, let's do it!"
"Well, in that case, let's get the big wicker picnic basket and these two
books, too." Books, Christ, they want books.
"Okay, thirty bucks, and it's all yours." I wonder who's winning this
round.
"Yes! Thank you!"
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"You bet. Enjoy." Hiey strap the picnic basket with the two vases
and the books inside to the back of his bike, and the picture frame to hers.
Between them, they each grab onto the trunk, and away they pedal.
"Would you look at that! Two college kids on bikes, and they don't
argue prices. I get an antique collector, and he argues me down to a dollar."
"Go figure," says Stephsinie. She's looking at me strangely, her mouth
in a semi-smirk. "I didn't know you were such a softie. Ma. And that
Titanic bit was really clever."
"Oh, why thaink you. It*s nice to see people enjoying themselves. Just
my way of helping, I guess. And the trunk bit is true, you know. Your
grams traveled all over with trunks like that. Only they traveled mostly by
train, not by ocean liner. I think your Gram-Gram was afraid of the water.
My Mom was so disappointed she never got to go to Ehirope."
"I wish I they'd tell stories about that stuff."
"Well, why don't you go ask them? There's no time like the present. If
you're patient, your Gram will soon be able to talk well enough to reminisce
a bit. The doctor says it will take a long time at first to get the words out,
and to find the right words. But she needs practice. You could help her. It
would do her good."
"Oh, Ma. They never tell me anjrthing. But I might try later. I need a
nap now though. Can you handle things?"
"Sure honey. Go on. You need a rest."
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Well, will wonders never cease, I think. First time she's ever been
remotely interested in the past. Must be a passing phase. Part of being
pregnant, I suppose. And Tm not sure, but I think she paid me a
compliment.
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-STEPHANIE-
I wake up screaming, and I hear Ma standing over me, shushing me
like I'm a little kid again.
"It's okay Steph," she says. "It's okay, honey. You're having another
nightmare."
She's pulling me, dragging me, out ofmy technicolor dream into this
grey reality where nothing makes sense. I don't want to go. I want to find
out how this ends. I shiver and peek around the room through squeezed
eyelids, trying to decide where I am. I see stains on the ceiling, cobwebs, an
old trunk. I can't get back. I'm outside the dream now.
"Oh Ma, it was horrible. I was dreaming about a baby girl and she was
swirling, swirling somewhere in space. She kept reaching out. I tried to
catch her, but I couldn't. Oh Ma, I'm so scared."
"Easy, Steph. It's okay now."
"I thought it was about my baby, but this baby was wearing old-
fashioned clothes, like in some cowboymovie. An angel in blue was
wrapping her wings around her so she wouldn't fall. What does it mean?"
"Gosh, I don't know, honey, but try and calm down. It's been awhile
since youVe had one of these nightmares. Why don't you come downstairs
for some tea?"
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"No Ma. I want to stay here a while. I feel close to somebody here.
Maybe it*s all this old stuff. Look at this old postcard album I fotmd. It's
Gramma Martha's and it's all full of old postcards and birthday cards from
years ago. Most of them are from someone named Emma."
"Emma, that's Gramma E^a's sister Anna's child. They lived in
Montana. I guess Emma still does. She's a couple years older than your
Gramma Martha. But Martha hates her. I'm surprised she's kept an albimi
of her cards."
"Well, she did, and they're all so sweet, too." I flip through the pages.
I'm not sure what's more intriguing, the old-fashioned pictures, or the
quaint, sweet words that Emma wrote, like this one: "Dearest Martha,
Mother and I are both miss you Veiy much. It is much too Quiet here when
you are gone. Looking forward to your Spring Visit. Your loving Cousin,
Emma."
"Imagine that." Ma looks like a kid in school who can't quite get the
idea of square roots.
"And look here, stuck in the back is last year's Christmas card from
Emma. I never knew Gramma was so sentimental."
"You know, neither did I. Listen, I'm closing up the sale for today.
Want to go for a walk with me? One of the neighbors, my old friend Tom,
volunteered to mow a path out to the family cemetery. I want to get out
there while there's still some daylight."
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"Oh. I remember that old cemetery. But you wouldn't let me go out
there very much when I was a kid. Sure, I'll go with you."
"We had to be careful about snakes and scorpions. Hiey love hiding
in all those rocks out there. Meet me downstairs?"
"Sure." I'm not sure why Ma is being so congenial all of a sudden. I
think about this as I peer out the bedroom window. I have a direct view into
the treetop outside, and I see a woodpecker hammering a new hole in the
tree. Farther up the tree a blue jay watches, just watches.
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-KAlrr-
It's a short walk to the cemetery and it's like I remember, the old
stone wall circling the small enclosure.
"Gramma Eva told me that these stones were hand laid," I tell
Stephanie, "no mortar or anything to hold them in place."
"I guess that explains why the wail is broken in some places. And
why the stones are all different shapes and sizes." Stephanie has never been
so interested in histoiy before. I am amazed, but enjoj^g my good fortune.
I wonder how long the mood will last.
"Yes, they just gathered up rocks out of the field and put them to good
use." I gaze at the mixture of concrete and granite grave markers that fill
the enclosure. One of the graves has an iron fence around it.
"Will Great-Gramma Eva. be buried here?" Stephanie asks as we step
through the opening in the wall. "And Graimna Martha?"
"Well, now, that's an interesting question. If it's up to Gramma EVa,
yes, she will. But the law has prohibited burials in private cemeteries
anjmiore. So we have an attorney looking into it. Gramma Eva, maybe.
Gramma Martha, probably not. You and me, definitely not."
"Well, that's not fair," Stephanie says. "We should all have the choice.
This is our heritage." I look over at my little girl. Welcome home, 1 think.
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Welcome home.
We take turns with the grass cutter, chopping down some of the dry
weeds so we can see the stones. There are four or five adult graves and
several children's. Margaret Marie O'Connell, 1835-1920, is buried beside
her husband, John, who died the same year our Luclnda was bom, 1877,
But there's another, older Luclnda.
"Why are there two Lucindas," Stephanie wants to know.
"One was Margaret's sister. She's the one our Lucinda is named for."
Margaret's was one of the last private cemetery burials, 1 tell Stephanie.
"She was rather old when Lucinda was bom, wasn't she?" Stephanie
observes.
"Yes. and they say that's why Lucinda was on the sickly side. The
story is that being poorly, Lucinda didn't have enough strength to go
through childbirth again. She had Arma and Eva, and then a couple of
stillbirths, as you can see from the tombstones. The last baby was a live
birtii, but not strong enough to survive. But I don't know if that's what
really went wrong. You know how old wives tales are. Mom used to teU the
stoiy about one day when she was little, and a crow was knocking on the
window. Gramma Eva spent the whole day praj^g, because she believed
the bird was a sign that someone was going to die. Aud the next day, she
got the news that her father had died."
"So maybe there's more to this stuff than we give them credit for."
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This is the computer-age woman talking. I pinch myself.
"Well, there sure could be, couldn't there? Sometimes I think the old-
timers were much more in tune with life and death than we are." I think of
all the heartache buried here, and I wonder which is worse, losing your
child in death or in life.
The oldest gravemarker is an infant bom in 1856, a year after the
house was built, and who died a few months later. There are four other
McConnell children of varying ages burled here, victims of accidents and
illness.
"So many children," says Stephanie. "How sad!" Stephanie finds
another adult grave. "Who's this?" she asks.
Josephine O'Connell, died 1906, age 75, the small marker reads.
"That was Lucinda's mammy. Although Missouri was originally a
slave state before the Civil War, sentiments were divided in the state, and
the McConnells supported the Underground Railroad. All of the "slaves"
who worked here were in on it. They had actually been given their freedom,
but chose to stay and keep it a secret. After the war, of course, many of
them went their separate ways. Josie stayed, and she was so loyal that the
familywent against convention and buried her in the family plot."
"So she was still around when Eva was bom. Wow." Stephanie's
hooked, I can tell.
"Yes, in fact, she's the onewho decorated the graves. It was Negro '
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tradition to decorate their graves with articles used by the deceased person.
One of the most prized means of decoration was shards of broken glass. So
the story goes that when Lucinda and her child died, Josie smashed
Lucinda's wash basin and pitcher, and took the pieces and laid out a heart
on the baby's grave, and another on Lucinda's grave. Margaret's grave is
marked with chips from a cup and saucer. These mosaics in the dirt have
been carefuUy preserved by the family over the years. When a new grave was
dug, a few of the older pieces were put on the new grave so as to connect
them all. Let's look and see if the glass is still there."
We brush away the surface dirt and pull up weeds and grass. We
probe the soft earth on Lucinda's grave until we unearth a few deep blue
glass shards, but we are careful not to disturb the heart-shaped pattern.
"Imagine that," says Stephanie. "Imagine that. And those glass
pieces stayed there all these years. It's like looking at a quilt."
*Tes, I suppose ifwe were to collect them, we could actually put the
pitcher back together again. Except for a few pieces that might have been
given to visiting relatives as keepsakes."
Stephanie sets about finding the heart on the baby's grave. We don't
talk much as we work, but this time, I think , the silence we share connects
us.
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-STEPHANTE-
"Gram-Gram," what was sad for you?" I ask her as I gaze into
Lucinda's tintype. I see her slender form, her long dress, her smile-less
face. I wonder who this woman was, what she felt, if she knew she was
going to die and leave her two little ones behind. Ihe morning sunlight from
the south window refracts off the mirror over Gram-Gram's bufifet and
transforms a roomful of otherwise invisible dust particles into a mournful
ballet. Nelson and Jeanette are crooning in accompaniment to Silent Night I
think of my computer screen and I see the pixels rising, taking on a life of
their own, against my will.
"Oh, Honeychild, let me see. Life's just a mixture, that's all. You
cain't have one without the other. You know, like when my mother died.
That was very hard for a six-year-old wee-un."
"What was your stepmom like, Gram-Gram?'*
"I think the only reason she kept me on was to help take care of her
own kids. She started having babies, and I was just the right age to help
out. She sent my grandmum and my sister Anna away to livewith other
relatives. Helen couldn't sass Grandmum, but she could boss me. I grew up
fast. It was Just one of those things."
"What happened when you started getting boyfriends? I bet they all
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chased you, Gram-Gram."
"Oh, well, I did catch my fair share of attention. But I wasn't
supposed to have anj^thing to do with boys, you understand. Helen would
not allow it."
"What did she do?"
"Well, she sent me away. To my sister Anna's in Montana. Anna was
married by then."
"And did the boys chase you there?"
"No, 1wasn't interesting to them. Ihey made fun ofmy Irish hillbilly
accent. And 1 didn't care much for their sheep smell."
"1 see—an impasse. So did you help with Anna's kids?"
"Anna couldn't have children—^that is until she got Emma. About the
time Emma came along, they shipped me home again."
"Didn't she want you to stay and help with the baby?"
"No, she wanted her all to herself. You are just full of questions
today, young lady."
"1 guess all this history has got me thinking."
1want to say, Gram-Gram, t£dk to me, tell me what you really feel.
Let me tell you what I feel. I feel like I will just biu-st if I don't talk to
somebody. 1want to tell her that Denny and I have known each other since
I was 15. E^'-eryone told us we were too young to get married, and I guess
that's true. We certainly can't get along now. But we thought we were so
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much in love. Mom was so strict, we had to sneak off to see each together.
"Hiere's plenty of time for that later, when you're out of school," she'd tell
I
me when I'd start to tell her how wonderful Denny was. She didn't want to
hear it. It's like she didn't believe it. None of the boys was good enough in
her eyes, especially Denny. I was so scared when I got pregnant when 1was
16! We were both in school and knew we couldn't get married. We couldn't
manage. I just couldn't bear the disgrace. Everybody was having
abortions, like it was just a tonsillectomy, but for me and Denny, things
have never been the same between us. Denny never knew how I cried eveiy
day. No one knew how I curled into a ball when I was alone in my room, or
how I'd walk in circles around and around In my room, just to keep from
going mad. Now I have this baby growing in me, and I've lost Denny.
I start to ciy, I can't help it. I don't know if I'm ciying for me or
because ofmy strange dream or for all the lost babies of the world. Gram
just opens her arms wide, and I ciy into her shoulder until I can cry no
more.
I jerk awake. I don't know where I am until I see Gram-Gram's canaries.
I'm stretched out on her sofa with a comforter over me.
"Shh, honeychild," Gram-Gram says. Give your Grammama a big hug,
like you used to when you was just a wee-un. You had another bad dream,
my sweet child. You used to have so many bad dreams."
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"Oh, Gram-Gram, it was so sad. Why do I have these dreams. Gram?"
I know the dream I've just had is a living nightmare, and I know that Gram-
Gram also knows this. We do not speak of it.
"Honeychild, you know I told you, you have the gift. The gift and the
curse."
"But I don't have these dreams anywhere else. It's only when I'm
here," It*s true. Sad, bad dreams have haunted me eveiy simamer when Tve
come here. There is always a woman in a long blue dress reaching out for
me. I can't tell if she's friendly or not, but the way she is always looking for
me, coming after me, scares me.
"Is that a fact. Come sit with me in the simshine of the window and
let's think happy thoughts."
We sit in the loveseat facing the south window, where the sunshine
streams in and warms us like the uncertain afterglow of the heat of two
lovers.
"What are you two up to?" It's Ma. She can't stand to be alone.
"Oh, sis here had another one of her bad dreams. We're just sittin in
the sunshine thinkin happy thoughts," Gram-Gram says, matter-of-factly,
as if nothing strange has happened.
"And what kind of happy thoughts are you thinking?"
"Oh, well, I'm thinking about when this here one was a wee-un, and
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when you were, and when all my little girls were running about like they
had wings. Of course, it's hard not to mix the sad with the happy," she
says. "It takes concentration to be happy."
I always thought Gramma Eva was single-mindedly happy. Now I
wonder. I wonder why Ma is so distant. I feel my lip quiver. Concentration,
I think, concentrate.
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-KATT-
Steph and Gram look beautiful sitting ami in arm with the sun
streaming across their hair—Gram's fine silver hair with its airy salon curls
and Steph's thick, straight long auburn. Mom's hair used to be bright red,
and they say Gram's was too. Mine's not quite red, not brown either. Now
Steph with her auburn, she's got all of us.
I leave them sitting there and go back to the sale. Maybe Steph's got
a mixture of our temperaments, too, I think, as I look aroimd at the knick-
knacks all squeezed together on the 25-cent bargain table like too many
people in a church pew. I think about our talk at the cemetery yesterday,
and a strange peace comes over me. Steph still has not spoken about her
troubles with Denny, and I must wait, I think, be patient, until the time is
right. I stare at the mismatched cups, milk glass vases, dimestore puppies,
and worms.
Who but my mom would collect worms, I wonder. She has ceramic
worms, toy stuffed worms, drawings ofworms, and fuzzy pipe cleaner
worms. Must be a himdred of them. There's the worm in the apple,
caterpillars metamorphosing, segmented worms, and slimy plastic worms.
Who in the world is going to buy this stuff? Why didn't she collect horses or
necklaces or something like normal people, I wonder.
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Mom collected worms the way she collected men, I think. She
thought more of the worms and the men than she did us kids. I remember
when I was 10 she came through town on one of her rare visits with a
sheepish-faced new man beside her and a kelly green velvet worm under her
arm. "He won it for me at the fair," she said. "Here, Sugar, you can keep
it," she told me.
That was one of the times she was nice to me. Even called me Sugar.
But it never lasted. I was even willing to accept the man with the scratchy
face in return for a smile from Mom. She could stay around, and I could
make her special things for Mother's Day. All those things the kids made in
school, like a plaster cast of their hands, or a solid black silhouette of their
face, greeting cards painstakingly lettered on construction paper, mushy
poems, little books tied together with real ribbon. I would have a Mom to
give those to, 1thought. I made plans. I heard you could collect agates and
sell them for money, and^I started scouring the edges of the road where all
the dirt washed down into the ditch when it rained. Sometimes I'd get lucky
and find pop bottles, which were worth three cents apiece. All this money, I
could save and buy Mom a real gift, maybe a lace doily for her dresser. She
didn't like to sew, so maybe that would be a goodgift for her, I thought. I
put all my pennies in my little gold glass piggybank that she got for me at
the carnival, but it wasn't even a third fiiU when she was gone already.
Gone, empty, no mom again. Nothing left but a womi.
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I tell myself not to get my hopes up when it comes to Stephanie. She
has her own life to lead. When she figures things out, she'll be gone again,
starting a new life, her and my grandbaby. Will I get to see the baby, I
wonder. Will they live near me? Will Steph retreat into that silent world of
hers, that place where her eyes go blank? I want to tell her that I'll always
be there for her, no matter where she is, that I'll always care. But she'd
think me sappy, I suppose; she wouldn't understand. Some day, perhaps,
she will know without speaking, I think, or will she? What, I wonder, is the
language ofmothers?
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-MARTHA-
Kathleen keeps walking back and forth through my naked bedroom
like she's lost something. I see the china cabinet pushed up against the
wall, but I feel like I'm outside on the green grass at a picnic, only I'm the
picnic. E^veryone is coming to have a bite out of me. I have nowhere to
hide. They look right through me, at me, inside ofme. Kathleen has a big
fork aimed at my stomach. She waves it back and forth, tiying to decide
which is the most edible part. But she's distracted because she's lost
something and keeps walking back and forth past me. 1wait for her to bite
into me, to savor me, but her fork stops short, and she sprints on by.
She always did have too much energy, that one. I would tiy to hold
her and rock her, and those little legs would be kicking to get down, get
moving. Only quiet time with her was when she was sleeping. Used to drive
me nuts. All I wanted to do was hold her and sing to her, but no, she had to
be moving all the time. How could she know I had no energy then? It was
all I could do to get dinner for Joey and be there when he needed me. When
he left the house, I'd fall into the rocking chair and stare out into the empty
room, into the empty space out over Kathleen's little head. I'd feel her
tugging at my skirt, but my arms stayed in the limp foggy cloud over her
head.
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Joey would come home and start In again. Where's dinner! The place
is a pigpen! If you can't take care of that baby, I'll find someone who can!
Only when he bent down and slapped her and pierced the cloud would my
feet come back to the ground. No, I screamed'when he headed for the door
with her. All right then, he'd say. Now I brought a friend home for dinner.
You be nice to him, hear?
I'd hold Kathleen as long as she would let me, then she'd wriggle down
and I'd get back up in my cloud again where none of them could touch me,
hurt me, invade me. Get that look off your face, girl, Joey would say. I'd
hear the slap, but I wouldn't feel it. I'd see their faces change from men into
animals, bears with big wooly paws, hyenas that smelled and screeched,
and wolves with long tongues and teeth. It was as though I was watching a
movie play down below me, but I didn't feel anything.
I never knew when they left until Kathleen started screaming. I'd hear
her screaming in the distance, and I'd look out into the fog for her. When
the fog cleared, I'd look out into the empty space and push it, push it to the
side until I could see down past it, down to my darling Kathleen. Then at
last I could see her, hear her clearly, calling, Mama, Mama, and I'd grab her
up and hold her close to me and shush, shush, shush, my darling, and we'd
rock together until she stopped crying, and then she'd leave me, too. She'd
want down again.
Kathleen had a hard time when Danielwas bom. Whydid the good
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Lord give me a manchild when I had my Kathleen? Joey loved that boy.
Bought him a baseball glove before he could even hold his head up. Had to
bring all his friends home to show Daniel off. That's my little boy, he'd say,
and this here's my girl Mattie. Ain't she fine. Kathleen would start to cry,
and I'd hear the slap. When they finished, I'd force the fog down, away,
push it, looking for my darling Kathleen. One day I found her in the comer
sucking her thumb, blood dribbling down onto her little hand from the
comer of her mouth. That's when the good Lord gave me strength to pick
her up and carry her on out of there.
The men took the Studebaker pick-up, and I thought about driving
the tractor into town, but it was only six miles and I knew somehow my
chances of getting away were better If I walked through the woods. It would
be awhile before they drank enough beers to call it a night.
The good Lord must have helped me find the shortcut to the road, and
I was halfway to town when a car came up behind me all of a sudden like
before I even knew it, and I ran offtowards the woods again, but a man's
voice said wait, Mrs. Rogers, wait. I'll help you. And he was at my elbow,
gentle like saying, this way, Mrs. Rogers. My god, what did he do to you?
My baby, I said. He looked at Kathleen quick like then back to me and
started to put out his hand to my head, but brought it back and said, come
on, I m taking you to the hospital. God, no, I said, and I must have scared
him because he backed up real quick like and said well where do you want
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to go then. My mother's I- said. Good, he said. Get in the car then. What
about your other baby, he said. I couldn't carry them both, and he never
hurts the boy I said. Shall we go back for him, he asked. No, I screamed,
he'll kill us both if he finds us. You're right, he said. You can get him later.
And you're right, he won't hurt the boy. Now I swear if you tell anyone I
helped you. . . I never saw you, you know? I know, I said, and we drove on
into the dark.
I woke up in the upstairs bedroom with an ice pack on my face. I
threw it across the room, screaming where's Kathleen. Shush, Honeychild.
Ma was leaning over me, rubbing my hair. She's sleeping in the next room.
She's fine, real fine. Just as fine as can be. Everything's all right now.
E^rerything will be all right. You did the right thing coming home. Oh,
Honeychild. you should have told me long ago. I'm so sorry, my sweet. You
get some rest now. They've gone out to get the baby.
No, Ma, no, I screamed. I don't want a manchild. Let him keep the
boy.
Why, Honeychild, he's your flesh and blood. You'll feel differently
tomorrow.
No, Ma. Daniel's a baby man, 1 don't want any more men around me.
Don't let them touch me. Ma, don't let them touch me.
You're safe now, baby, youYe safe. We'll talk about it tomorrow.
Here, drink this. The doctor said it would help you sleep.
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Doctor, no Ma, I said no men. Don't let them touch me. Ma put the
warm milk to my lips and the gentle fog filled the room and carried me up,
away, outside of all the trouble. From up there I could see Ma hovering over
me, but I couldn't hear her. I floated over to Kathleen's room, and she was
safe, tucked into an old-fashioned cradle, sucking her thumb in her sleep.
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"STEPHANTE-
Ma agrees that I need to get out of here for awhile. She hands me the
keys to Gram's car and sends to me the Quik Trip for a roll of paper towels
and some cookies. I get behind the wheel ofMartha's aging Chevy and take
a spin aroiind the city square. I remember when Denny and me used to
take long rides up and down the Coast Highway. He used to scare me going
around curves so fast I thought he'd drive straight into the ocean. But he
was in control. Always in control. I learned to trust that.
"You gotta live dangerously sometimes," Denny would say. "You put
yourself in danger eveiy time you cross the street, but what's the thrill In
that? Now this," he'd say, tossing his blond head back, the wind from the
open window rushing past both of us, "is living. Feel that, baby, feel it!"
I scooted closer to him on the car's bench seat, snuggled into his
strong shoulder, closed my eyes and imagined the time I was on a roller
coaster with Denny for the first time. "Hold on tight," Denny said. "Atta girl.
What a sport! You look so se?^ scared out of your wits, you know." And as
the roller coaster climbed the next incline, he reached over and kissed me.
Denny was outrageous. "Now you're in the spirit of it," Denny said. I looked
up into his eyes dancing in the reflection of the afternoon sun. If I were an
artist, Iwould paint him, sculpt him, make his beautiful image famous.
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I consider how different things are now. Where does Denny go for
adventure now, I wonder. When we were younger, we did cra2y things
together, Denny always leading, teaching like a camp commander. We
scoured ghost towns, and he searched the mine dumps for bits of gold ore.
"Stay away from the fake stuff," he said. Me, I was happy with the pretty
pyrites and fragments of purple glass. Secretly, I was ecstatic when I
unearthed a smidgen of azimte. I would turn it over and over in my hand,
looking deep into its twisting, turning blue veins shimmering in the light.
My pockets grew heavy as we moved on in search of the real thing.
It seems as though I should be able to wake up out of this nightmare
I
and step back into that reality. Perhaps I should go back, I think. I wonder
when things started to change for us. I wonder how they changed, why. I
wonder if it changed only for me, if it's something I can fix, like a leaky
faucet. Surely Denny realizes how much I loved him. I think about my last
day there, about going home and hearing strange noises in the bedroom,
and suddenly I see all the other signs, all the other missing jigsaw puzzle
pieces, the gaping holes, that I refused to see before. I know it's broken for
good, like a favorite Barbie doll with her head pulled off. A million shards of
broken dreams fall through my fingertips as I wheel the Chevy off the
square and home to Gramma Eva!s.
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-KATT-
"How's the sale coining?"
I've just hauled up a heavy box of dusty fruit jars from the basement
and feel like my head is covered with cobwebs. Stephanie is behind me with
a couple bottles of Gramma's wine. I tiy to rub the sweat off my forehead
with my arm, but I imagine all I accomplish is leaving a line of dirty streaks
on my face. Hie familiar voice startles me.
"Hello Tom." I see the once familiar grey eyes, tilt of the head, the
half smile that never goes away. "Steph, this is the nice man who mowed the
path out to the cemetery for us. We were in school together."
"Hi," says Steph. "That's quite the plot out there."
"Yes, there's a lot of histoiy to this place. What's your plans anjrway,
Katt?"
"Well, my plan was to sell as much junk as possible, then put the
house up for sale and take Mom and Gramma home to California."
"But?"
"Did I say but?"
"You didn't have to. It's written all over you,"
"Boy, things have a way of turning around on me. Ifs getting harder
and harder for me with every item I sell. I keep pricing the stuff higher so
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nobody buys it."
"I wondered why we weren't selling much any more," says Stephanie.
"Maybe it was our little trip out to the cemetery. I just don*t know how
I can take Gramma away from this place. It's been her whole life. And
Mom, I thought she had no sentiments one way or another, but we've been
finding all sorts of things she's saved—old postcards, pictures, all my old
schoolwork and my sisters' and brother's. She was never able to tell us she
loved us, but why did she save all this stuff if she didn't?"
"Maybe she couldn't tell you because she was scared. Maybe she just
didn't know how. Maybe there was something missing from her own life."
"Ma, scared? Ma, who gives it to you with both barrels, who leaves no
doubt about what she's thinking?"
"It happens. People tiy to hide their being scared. Like me. I was
always too scared to ask you for a date when we were teenagers."
"Is that a fact? I didn't think you even noticed me. Well, I confess I
spent a few nights dreaming about you, but thought I never stood a
chance." I'm not sure why I am able to say this now, why I even want to.
"But what's Ma got to be scared of?"
"Well, how about acceptance? For her day and time, she was sort of
unconventional, if you know what I mean. Maybe she thinks you don't
approve?" What a ridiculous idea, I start to say, but something stops me,
and I think about it.
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"Steph and I were about to crack open a bottle of Grain's wine. Why
don't you join us?" I say.
"Love to. Eva always did make the best wine in the Four States."
"It's really hard selling off your roots." I say. "I've been sorting,
selling, and throwing things away as fast as I can, but it goes against my
instinct, you know? I just want to keep it all, make my own family archives.
I thought this was a silly notion, because it seemed I had no one to pass it
down to. My siblings haven't raised a finger to help, and Stephanie wasn't
interested. Up until now." I smile, and she smiles back.
"I've written my sisters and brother, but I haven't heard a word. I
wonder what they think about selling the place." They always told me they
wanted no part of it since they were never part of it growing up, but I
wonder if they will always feel that way. "You're just sentimental, Katt,
because you grew up here," they'd tell me the few times we talked. I think
they're jealous.
"Steph and I have been talking about it," I continue, "and we both
wish we could put the house in order again. But it seems like an impossible
chore."
"Well, we could always use a couple ofValley girls here in the Ozarks,"
Tom says and winks.
"It's all your fault, you know," I tell him. "We might not have had this
dilemma if you hadn't suggested our walk out to the cemeteiy."
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"Well, then, my httle conspiracy worked. Good for me," he says.
"Sometimes I wish we could restore the house," I say, "but I don't
know if that's possible, even ifwe did have enough time and money."
"Oh, this house can be restored all right," Tom says. "It's quite a
treasure actually. Hiere aren't many pre-Civil War houses left around here.
There ^e a few people who would give their eye teeth for this house, you
know."
"Well, no, I had no idea. Ihe only prospects I have are the Foster
Brothers. They want to build a new subdivision out here."
"Oh, that would be such a waste. "Yes, there's a lot ofwork to be
done, but I'd sure rather see the house restored than fall prey to some land-
grubbing realtors creating the next subdivision. Think about it Katt. I'm
not sajong it would be easy. But just think about what you wemt to do.
When you know that, you'll* find a way."
I think about it all right. I think it sounds too simple. Restoring a
house is monumental. Restoring a family, how the hell do you do that? I'm
still thinking about it when I pull one of Gramma's quilts over me that
night.
Customers are waiting at the door when we open up the next morning.
Sales are brisk for the first two hours. It takes both of us to handle it, so we
don't have much time to talk. I wonder what Stephanie is thinking, but I
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notice she takes a few antiques off the sale table from time to time and puts
them in the other room under a blanket. "Sorry, that's sold," she says to
the inquisitive shoppers. There's plenty left to sell—"housecleaning items" I
call them—extra pots and pans, old garden tools, books, framed pictures,
general household accumulations. I help rescue the sentimental stuff and
we wink at each other tn our little scheme.
We are busy with this when another car pulls in the driveway and a
herd of people get out. I don't pay any attention until I hear their voices on
the porch. If I didn't know better . . .
"My god," I say. It's my sisters Christine and Louise from Chicago and
my brother Daniel from Texas. "I've been trying to get hold of you guys for
two weeks," I tell them.
"We've been vacationing in Branson," Daniel says. "What the hell's
going on here?" he says, opening the screen door and staring at all the
messy card tables.
"Vacationing? Together? Yoii haven't heard anything?" I say.
"What do you mean?" says Christine. "We're just here for the day. We
thought we'd drive up and see Mom and Gramma. What's going on, Katt?"
"My god, I can't believe you haven't heard the news yet. Mom's had a
small stroke. She's stable now, but she's going to need a lot of care," I tell
my siblings. "Gramma is okay, but she was about to starve to death before I
got here. I tried and tried to get hold of all of you. I'm so glad you're here to
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help."
"Whoa. Wait a minute," says Louise, "Like Christine said, we're only
here for the day. Who gave you the right to play god anyway? We should
have been notified before you decided to sell off the place. I assume you're
going to divide the profits equally?"
"Now listen. I'm just doing the best I can here. I called you, left
messages. I wrote you. There's been plenty of time to answer. And no, I'm
not going to divide the profits. Need I remind you that these two women are
still alive here? It's not our money."
"I think you should at least wait until they're safely in the nursing
home before you go selling off everything," says Louise.
"Now wait a minute. They're not going in a nursing home," I tell them.
If I wasn't sure before, I guess I am now. "That's the whole point of having
this sale. We're just cleaning house, that's all."
"You're cleaning house, all right," says Daniel. "Then you can go back
to California with your conscience clear that you did your part, right?"
"Look. When I got here. Mom was being dismissed from the hospital,
and I had to make decisions. I thought I would stay for awhile and try and
get things cleaned up, then I would take them to California where they have
compassionate care. I can't bear the thought of putting them in the Sunny
Rest."
"I don't know about Gramma Eva, but it would serve Mom right," says
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Christine. She's the quiet one.
"Well, anyway, since we've been going through all of this stuff, we've
made a different decision. I think it's wrong to sell off all this histoiy.
Stephanie and I are in no huny, and we'll stay and take care of Mom and
Gramma, and make sure they stay out of that death trap, the Sunny Rest."
"Well, if it isn't Miss Florence Nightingede," says Louise. She's the
smart one.
^Well, I think we should be entitled to whatever we want, since you
think you have the right to sell it all off," says Daniel. He's the loud one.
The three of them go inside and start hauling things out to the car.
Daniel takes some books and a stuffed bird. Louise just looks at the mess
and flips the dust off her fingertips. Christine pockets a few knickknacks.
"Come on, we better hurry ifwe're going to make it to the casino for
lunch," says Louise.
"Aren't you going to come in and visit Mom and Gramma?" I ask.
"Oh, they're here?" says Louise.
"Of course. We had to make Mom a bedroom in the dining room. She
has a special hospital bed, you know, and she can't move much or talk
clearly, so don't be alarmed. But the doctors say she's doing well," I tell
them. "And Gramma E^va's in her room. She's Just fine."
They trek into the dining room and emerge a couple of minutes later.
Daniel has a lamp under his arm. I hear, "Where the hell are you going?"
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coining from Mom's room. Whoa. That chicken soup I've been feeding her
must be more powerful than I thought. She's actually talking now! My
siblings don't pay her any mind, and they weave their way back through the
card tables and cross the hall to Gramma's room.
"Oh, my land's," I hear Gramma say. Then there's a lot of chattering,
and Nelson ^d Jeanette warble all the louder. Next thing I know, my
siblings are out the door, headed down the driveway, and out to the car.
"Good luck," calls Christine.
I Slit down on the porch swing waiting for more customers or the next
bombshell to show up and I wonder why it is that the three of them go on
vacation together and never ask me. Why is it that they drove over here to
see Mom and Gramma and only stay 30 minutes? Why is it that they object
so much to selling the antiques, but don't mind carting it off themselves?
I'm tiying to figure out this riddle, and I wonder if I've done the right
thing. I look at Stephanie standing there watching the dust swirl up behind
my siblings' car, and I wonder if she is going to leave me, too.
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-STEPHANIE-
The nerve ofthose people, I think, leaving all this worry to Ma. I think
oftheir childish insults and ofthem scurrying offwith their little treasures
with no thoughtofhow we all fit together. Tm still thinking about this when
another car pulls up in the drive.
"Quick, let's put the closed signsout, Ma," I say. «We don't need to
sell anything else."
ButTm too late, for there's a woman already climbing the porch steps.
I start to chase her away.
Tm sony, we're closing," I say, and then I stopand stare. "Lucy? 1
never expected to see you again. How nice ofyou to stop by."
"Stephanie, howare you?" she says, and flips her hair offher neck
and blots her forehead with a Kleenex.
"Ma, this is Lucy, the nicewomanwhogave me a ride here from
California."
"Please come in, won't you, and meet my family." I take her into
Martha's bedroom, where Gramma Eva is sitting with Gram. Lucy is dressed
for the heat in a long, cool sleeveless dress with big blue flowers.
"Lucinda Callahan. Pleased to meet you," she says, and reaches out
her hand toGramma Eva. Maybe we're allkeyed up, but it seems tome we
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all jump a little when she says her name.
"Stephanie, look, maybe you can help me this time," Lucy says. "You
know I told you one of the reasons I like to drive on these trips is that I do
genealogical research along the way. I've been tracing my family for a few
years now, and am getting close to. a breakthrough. Well, I found some
important records when 1was in St. Louis, and would you believe, they led
me right back here to Longview." Lucy wrinkles up her brow, and bites her
lip as she digs some papers out of her purse.
"I've been looking for my namesake," she says, "my great-grandmother
Lucinda Kelly Halloran, and I just found out that her sister, Margaret Marie,
married a fellow named 0*Connell, and they settled here. I asked for
directions in town, and I must be mixed up because the homestead should
be right around here somewhere. Perhaps you know."
My head is swimming as I try to understand what she's just said. But
right away Gramma Eva pipes up and says, "That was my Grandmum
Margaret Marie Kelly O'Connell. She allays said my mum, Lucinda Marie
Chatsworth, was named for Grandmum's sister who died of pneumonia
after coming out here to see her."
"Oh, my word," says Lucy. "Would you believe that. You mean to tell
me she died here?"
"Yes, indeed," says Gramma Eva. "She's buried out back in the family
plot."
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"Yes, I remember there were two Luctndas. We were just out there
yesterday," I say. "Well show you If you like."
"Yes, please," says Lucy. She's clutching the front of her dress like
she's going to faint, and I have to grip Gram's bedrail to steady myself. Ma's
jaw just dropped.
Ma and 1walk Lucy out to the family cemetery and explain that we've
just started cleaning up the graves. We start to tell her about the curious
habit of decorating graves with bits of glass when she spots the two graves
with the heart shaped shards that we've cleaned off.
"Oh, my word," she says again, and digs into her bag. She brings out
a piece of broken pottery—a cup handle with a gold chain threaded through
the opening. The pattern matches.
We quickly find Lucinda Halloran's grave and dig down into the earth
for the cup-shaped fragments. We find the piece where the handle fits.
"Well, if this doesn't beat all," says Ma. "I don't know if I can stand
any more surprises today." We walk back to the house in silence.
"Well, there is one more thing maybe you can clear up," Lucy says as
we go inside. "Ever since 1was a child, IVe had weird dreams about an old-
fashioned lady in blue. She's been sort of a guardian angel to me. Does
that mean anything to you?"
"You too?" I say. I catch my breath. 1 look at Ma, and she's looking at
me. I think if I had a plane ticket, I'd be ripping it up right now. And if this
Ill
whole situation were a lottery ticket, I'd say I just won the big one, and I can
tell by the look in Ma's eyes, she thinks so too.
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-KATT-
We're sitting aroimd on the porch sipping ice tea and pondering the
science of probabilities and chance when a taxi pulls in the drive. Now
that's power shopping, I say to myself, and think it's cute until the driver
goes around to the passenger side and helps an elegant old lady in a silk
purple pants suit out of the cab. I can't believe my eyes.
"Emma?" I say, running down the path to the car. I've seen her
picture. It's Emma all right.
"Kathleen," she says, and gives me a hug. "You know, I've never been
here before, but it's just as I imagined. It's just like Aunt Eva. described it to
me." She scans over the rows of grape vines and into the distance like she's
looking for something, and I catch Stephanie's eye. She shrugs.
"Boy, have I got something to show you," Emma says, and marches
into the house ahead of us.
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-STEPHANIE-
Emma hands Ma a small picture album on her way in the house. It's
Emma's baby picture. My breath sucks in, I can't help it, because she looks
just like the baby in my dream.
Ma's looking at me like, well, what happened? "I'm not sure," I tell
her after Emma is safely inside.
"Ma, how many of us have known about the lady in blue?" I ask her.
"Ithou^t I was the only one who dreamed about her."
"Honey, you dreamed about her, but I used to see her. Once iii a
while someone from town wotdd see her, too. We tried to pretend she didn't
exist, but you can't do that when the house gets a reputation for being
haunted."
"Ma, Gram-Gram's house haimted? You never told me!"
' "No, of course not. I didn't want you to be afraid or embarrassed like I
was. It's hard to get over a reputation, even a house's reputation. Kids
used to call me Casper and Lucinda and everything else. I didn't want to
put you through that."
"But Ma, if I'd known about Lucinda then, Tmight have understood
those dreams."
"Perhaps. But I thought it would create more frightening images in
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your childhood nightmares and I wanted to protect you. I was scared to
death of the strange noises and goings-on in the house when I was a child
growing up here. You didn't seem to be experiencing the same thing, and I
didn't want to make it worse for you. You didn't tell me you dreamed of her
so often. I should have told you more, a lot more. I'm sorry, baby."
I don't know what to say. Ma's actually apologizing for something. I
want to kick up my heels and cheer, but we have no time to consider this
right now. We go silently up the stairs together and into the house.
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-EVA"
"Land's, child, I thought you'd never get here." I feast my eyes on
Emma and give her a long, long hug.
"I guess I don't move as quick as I used to, eh?" Emma says and
winks. "Actually, I didn't get your message until day before yesterday. I've
been away on a tour, and just got my mail. I hurried right on out. How is
Martha?"
"She's much better now, thanks to Katt here," I tell Emma. "Let's go
on in and see her." I grab my cane, and all four of us march into Martha's
makeshift bedroom in the dining room. Martha spots Emma ri^t off.
"Hello, Dog Eyes," Martha says to Emma. Her voice is weak and
shaky, but it's good to hear her talking again.
"Hello, Sis," answers Emma. "I've missed you calling me that," she
says, and reaches down over the bed and gives Martha a big hug.
'Tou're my worst nightmare," Martha says, giving Emma a half smile.
"So you dreamed about me, too, did you?" Emma says and laughs. I
laugh too.
"Well, I guess it's time we shared our little surprise with Katt and
Stephanie here," I say. "They look like little kids who just come in to find
the grown-ups eating ice cream without them." I see question marks on
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their faces as they stare at the three of us, and I settle down into a straight
back chair. This is going to take awhile, I think.
Emma reaches into her bag and pulls out a little stack of old letters
tied with pink ribbon and hands them over to Katt. "Eva shared these Mth
Martha just before she got sick, and then she sent them to me. Go ahead,
read them," she says. Hiey unfold the letters sind read:
Longview
May 21. 1928
To My Darling Emma,
HelJo, and Happy Seventh Birthday, my darling Child.
Now that You can read, I will be writing to You, and hope ihat
You will write back to me. That would woke me very happy. I
hope You like the enclosed gift I made it especiallyfor You! You
are very Special to me, and I am sorry that You are soJar away
at the moment but You are neverfarfrommy Heart And I wUl
see You in thefall. I hope You hove lots ofstories to tell me, as I
havefor You.
Love and WarmestBirthday Wishes,
Your loving Eva
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Longview,
June 5, 1928
Dearest Emma,
I suppose You have been ergoying the sunshine and
haven't had Ume to write. So I will write You a short noteJust to
let You know I am always thinking about You and prayingfor
You. You are my Special Child, and You ore always on my mind,
even though ihere are miles between us. Ergoy the sunshine
while You can, my Dear. Give my Sister a hug, andplease Write
to me.
Love and Prayers,
Your Eva
Pequot Lakes,
July 1, 1928
DearestEmma,
Martha and I ore spending the holiday on the lake, trying
to stay coot The mosquitoes are very bad this year. We will
watchfireworks on the lake. Write and teU me what You do over
the Fourth, I hope You have a hc^py and sc^e holiday, my Sweet
Lily. Give my love to my dear Sister.
Your loving Godmother,
Eva
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Billings,
July 5, 1928
Sister,
I beg you to please stop sending these awful letters and
filling Emma's head with distractions. I read thefirst letter to
her, substituting "ttu/ Dear Niece"for "my Dear ChUd." What
were you thinking, anyway? And "My Special Child,"' and "My
SweetLily." Will you never quit? Have you no respectfor her
peace ofmind? You never once refer to me as herMother. Emma
has no suspicions, and I intend to keep it that way. You
entrusted her to me. You relinquished your rights. So don't go
putting questions into her tender little head. Let it be. It is our
secret, it will always be our secret, and we shall never speak of it
again, shall we? Ifyou want to continue seeing her on your
visits, I must insist that you treat her as you would an ordinary
niece, and notfill her head with nonsense. Do I make myself
clear? I am returning your letters. Kindly not send any more.
Regards, Your Sister,
Anna
I think PCatt's and Stephanie's eyes are going to pop out of their heads.
"Tell us what happened, would you, Gram-Gram?" Stephanie says.
She looks like she can't remember her multiplication tables.
"Well, after my Mimi died, my father brought a new woman to the
house, and she had no love for me. I was a connection to the past, you see,
a constant reminder of her husband's first love, my Mum. After my
Grandmum brought up the legal papers that made the house mine and my
sister's whenever we would many if we didn't already have a house, this
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woman Helen sent Grandmum and Anna away. Me she kept, as I was the
littlest and easiest to boss around. I was her household helper."
All my girls is gathered round me now, eyes wide like little children
waiting for me to finish the stoiy. I twist the key on my music box, and the
sweet music floats out behind my stoiy.
Silent Night . .
" "You're nothing but trouble,' that woman Helen tells me nearly eveiy
day. Nothing I do makes her like me. After a while, I quit trying. But the
boys, they like me. They smile big happy smiles and hold and squeeze me
and run their hands over my hair like Mum used to do."
All is bright . .
"But what's a smile good for, anyway? Just makes for trouble. Turns
out, all a man has to do is hang his pants on my bedpost, and I'm pregnant.
That Helen, she took my first little darlin' away. Sent me to Montana to my
married sister, Anna."
Night . .
" You'll be ruined, sister,' Anna says to me. 'Mac and me have been
married five years and don't have any children yet. Let me have this one.
You have your whole future ahead of you. No one knows about this. It will
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be our secret. I'll give her fine clothes and an education. What can you give
her? What will people say?'
"I felt that baby girl warm up against my chest and smiled big sad
smiles and gave her up. After all, I'd always know where she was."
Holy infant so tender and wild. . .
"Oh, I know they meant to help, but the hole was so great, the big
bitter, cold empty canyon when that little child went away. I had to go back
home and face those red glares of Helen. Helen tried to keep me from
manying, you see. With Anna already married to a man with his own
house, I would inherit this house if I needed it when I married. Well, next
man came along, we eloped, everi though he was German, not Irish. He was
a railroad man, and didn't have a house of his own, so Just like the papers
said, I got this here house. We had Martha, bless her heart, before he got
killed on the railroad. He was always gone an5nvay, so it wasn't like I missed
him much. Especially when he came home in a drunken state and
demanded his rights. I got my freedom when that man died, and I kept my
mouth shut and my eyes turned down after that. No more trouble for me!"
All is calm. . .
"After Anna died, I figured I owed it to both Martha and Emma to tell
them what was eating on me these many years. I remember now what my
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Mum wanted me to remember. 'All music jars when the souVs out of tune,'
she said. Now all my girls is home and my music sings again."
All is bright . .
I don't see too well an5miore, but I look around, and I see a roomful of
hankies. That tough girl, Martha, she is clutching her handkerchief and
whimpering like a puppy.
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